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1980 - 81 
The Committee 

President  Geoff. Vincent  Secretary  Phil Hearne 

Treasurer  Wilhelmina Vanderwolf Editor   Jim Hill 

Contest Directors Barry Nugent &    Committee Member Ian Shadbolt 

   Ralph Learmont  RCMC Delegate Brian Andrew 

VARMS has obtained permits from the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works to fly at 

Westerfolds Park on July 27, September 28 and November 30, 1980. 

 

Re-affiliation – V.M.A.A. 

Asp. 112/July'80 states that VARMS is now affiliated with the VMAA as per a decision taken at the 

A.G.M. (4
th

 July), and has discontinued its own insurance, with all members now being required to 

pay the VMAA affiliation fee. 

A second decision taken, was that all members would pay fees for the standard Financial Year, (i.e. 

July to June), rather than for 12 months from when they had first joined. 

 

A very interesting item from the V.M.A.A.  R.C.M.C. Newsletter of October 1980- 

CLUB DE-REGISTERED FROM V.M.A.A. 

P.D.A.R.C.S. has been de-registered from the V.M.A.A., M.A.A.A. and F.A.I. because of their 

inability to affiliate all members.  Please note that you are required to affiliate all your members.  

All contests shown on the V.M.A.A. calendar for P.D.A.R.C.S. are no longer official and are to be 

crossed off. 

At this point it seems pertinent that the following information about "affiliation" should be aired as 

it led to some very emphatic views and turbulent times within VARMS, and also between VARMS 

and the establishment, being VARCA and VMAA. 

VARMS history of affiliation with:  

 Victorian Aeronautical Radio Control Association (VARCA), and 

 Victorian Model Aircraft Association (VMAA). 

1969 - December - Mention in the Newssheet of Dec.1969 that Mr. Allan Villiers (VARMS's 

Secretary) is also a delegate to V.A.R.C.A. 

1971 - August - Mention in Aspectivity that VMAA & MAAA affiliation fees are now due, costing 

0.15c & 0.75c respectively and allowing for participation in any 'official' competition.  VARMS 

members at this time had the option of affiliating with the VMAA to allow for participation in 

competitions, many did not choose to do this. 

 

1972 - 8th September - VARMS decision to continue affiliation with VARCA, and also to affiliate 

with VMAA.  

 

1974 - 5th July - A. G. M. Decision NOT to affiliate with VARCA (which disbanded on 1 July 

anyway.  Its role of Radio Frequency control seemed to be adopted by the Radio Control 

Management Committee, a sub-committee of the VMAA). 

 

1974 - 4th October - Extra-ordinary meeting decision NOT to affiliate with VMAA 

 

1979 - VARMS is approached by VMAA to re-affiliate, it did not happen at this time. 

 

1979 - A published fee structure indicated that whilst VARMS was not affiliated with the VMAA 

and had its own Insurance, it was also an option to pay an additional fee and be affiliated with the 

VMAA. 
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1980 - A. G. M. decision to affiliate with the VMAA  and discontinues an insurance capability in its 

own right, (and has remained so at least until 2016). 

 

NOTE: VARMS seemed to be affiliated with VARCA because of its management of Radio Control 

club activities and competitions, and with VMAA because of its overall administration, Insurance 

capability and affiliation with MAAA/FAI for reasons of State Championships/Nationals 

participation & Record attempts etc.  VMAA Minutes of 26 August 1980 reflect the NON re-

affiliation of the Competition Soaring Group (CSG), a group, previously affiliated possibly 

comprising mainly VARMS members who wished to contest VMAA sanctioned and State events 

whilst VARMS was NOT affiliated with the VMAA.  These minutes also show a new club registering 

with the VMAA, being the Victorian Slope Soaring Association, again possibly with a core of 

VARMS members whose activities are specifically oriented towards slope competitions only. 
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The Colditz Cock. 

 It should be noted that on February 2, 2000, 55 years after the construction of the original 

Colditz Cock began, a glider manufacturer in Hampshire, England, actually constructed a replica 

Colditz Cock from an A4 drawing.  It was an exact replica of its predecessor and actually flew for 3 

minutes after a winch launch to 200 metres, an event witnessed by some of the original PoW 

builders. The project was undertaken to create a television documentary. 

The following is taken from Aspectivity 114 of October 1980. 
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Asp. 113 - August 1980 contained the following list of Aboriginal names offered by Peter Mather 

for use on your next 'flying' project: 

Alatipa   Small bird  Ilga   Quiet 

Anapina  Rain cloud  Jurumu  Eagle 

Bilyara   Eagle hawk  Kalliworra  Seagull 

Bundara  Bird   Kankana  To rise in the air 

Camira   The wind  Kirra   Boomerang 

Coolaroo  A star   Kullari   Mythical bird 

Dardoana  Rainbow  Looringa  Flying (as a bird) 

Dinjalla  Wedge-tailed eagle Makowa  Whistling duck 

Ewinya  Mosquito  Mamariga  South-east wind 

Gillilka  Hawk   Mirara   Quick 

Gooranga  A spear  Pangarinda  Sunset 

Ikara   Sky   Parangal  Pelican 

Or, if you are a careful soul, and like to wait till after the first flight: 

Peralla   Native turkey  Towanda  A duck, or 

Puringa  A dog   Wullara  Rock, stone. 

 

September 18 - 28 1980 saw VARMS provide R/C models 

for a M.M.B.W. stand at the Royal Melbourne Show as part 

of their theme "Activities in the Park".  The models were an 

RO 8 (Ron Bird), Grunau Baby (Colin Collyer), Sunbird 

(Stan Mason) and also included a model "mock-up" similar 

to a Cirrus displaying the layout and operation of the 

onboard radio gear. 

 

 

Asp. 114/Oct. '80 contains a brief story of "The Colditz 

Cock", a three view diagram and general dimensions.  This glider, built within the confines of the 

Colditz castle during WWII, never actually flew.  However, some 50 or so years later, a full size 

glider was built from the actual Colditz plans  and did fly. 

V.M.A.A./R.C.M.C. Newsletter 114 of October 1980 reports the de-registering of P.D.A.R.C.S. 

because of their inability to affiliate all its members.  This again is confusing, because at the start of 

the 1979/80 financial year, VARMS' fee structure emphatically showed that its members "had the 

option" of paying an affiliation to the VMAA, although at this time, VARMS was NOT affiliated 

with the VMAA?? 
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Another little excerpt from the October Aspectivity. 
DREAM 

by Peter Mather 

 Dawn.  No, not yet, but the sides of the tent are beginning to grey and a stealthy ripple 

along the canvas tells me that it’s time for any self-respecting slope soarer to be out and about.  

I slide quietly out of my sleeping bag, grab a towel, and creep through the flap.  Cheryl doesn’t 

stir and the kids might be missing, but for the gently heaving mound at the foot of each bag.  A 

hot shower and five minutes later I unlock the flight hut, step delicately over the crowded, 

sleeping models glowing softly in the dim aura of a dozen tiny red lights, and disconnect mine 

from the charger.  The lightweight this morning.  Nothing else will hang in there on that whisper 

of a breeze. 

 

 Transmitter and model bundled under one arm, I push through the gate in the safety 

fence and crunch across the hint of frost covering the landing area.  The pits and permanent 

keyboard loom at me through the half-light and I fumble in my pocket for the key- channel 92 K 

– a muffled chuckle through the balaclava; remember the frequency clashes?  Switch on, left, 

right, up, down; some things never change.  Then stand up, trims neutral, model aloft and 

heave! 

 

 A jab of down to kill the stall and the model pushes over the rim of Prussner bowl, 

sinking imperceptibly towards the distant horizon.  Steady now, ease back the trim – still 

sinking – nearly full up trim now, and I know she won’t take any more without stalling.  

Concentrate on accurate flying and push out further – passing the horizon now, and getting 

hard to pick the attitude against the still-darkened fields.  I should turn back now, but the thirst 

for lift is stronger than the thin, weak voice of caution.  There, she lifted!  No, still sinking.  I 

walk the few steps to the edge of the bowl ready to follow the rapidly fading dot to the valley 

floor, but as I make the decision the first bright arc of sun cuts the horizon off to my right, 

picking flashes of triumph off the wings as the model starts to rise slowly but definitely towards 

safety. 

 

 Relaxing, I leave the now buoyant model, trimmed and climbing, to its own devices for a 

few seconds and look about me.  All four kids are thundering down the hill, shouting in 

whispers their various claims of priority on the playground attractions.  The smell of bacon 

beckons from another tent where some poor modeller has his priorities all wrong.  As the sun 

climbs a little higher I can see the whole expanse of VARMS Field spread out before me.  

Learmont Drive winds through the pines, past the winches under their canvas covers, and 

climbs the hill to the rear of the Caravan Park.  The swings are shrieking in protest now, and 

voices are raised in good natured chorus from the village of tents and caravans behind me. The 

spell is broken, But the dream!  the dream, I hope, never fades 

 
 

 

Asp. 115/Nov.'80 records the passing of Martin Williams (VARMS No. 260 ), the re-opening of 

Glenfern Rd. to VARMS, and that control of the Ridge Road flying site has been granted to 

VARMS. 

Aspectivity 116 - December advertises the "Big Fly-in" at Camperdown Jan 24 - 26 1981. 

This issue also notes the passing of Brian Laging (VARMS No. 30) at Mt. Hollowback, 7 

December 1980. 
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Asp. 117/Feb. '81 advises that the usual venue for meetings, the Jaycee Hall, Silver Grove, 

Nunawading is no longer available.  The NEW venue for Club meetings is to be the Glen Waverley 

Heights Primary School Hall, High St. Road, Glen Waverley. (This situation continued until the 

creation of the ‘The Shed/Clubhouse’ at VARMS Glider Field within the Knox Regional Sports Park 

with the last meeting at GWPS held in October 2012). 
(The history of VARMS “Meetings” is an interesting development in its own right.  The first get-

together was held on top of Mt. Hollowback in February 1968.  A month later in the March the 

first Committee was formed on Mt. Bacchus, Bacchus Marsh and further meetings were held 

regularly on an ongoing basis.  Until March 1973, the only other meetings held were “Flying” 

meetings or A.G.M.s, or when an Auction/Yak Night was held.  Yak Nights were a mixture of 

Social, Show & Tell, Lectures, Films on modelling and other interesting topics, anything but 

formal meetings.  More Yak Nights followed sporadically until an Extra-ordinary meeting in May 

1979 to resolve growing problems within VARMS, and when a decision was also made to have 

ongoing meetings every two months.  This situation remained in place until it was announced 

in February 1981 that “General Meetings” of a formal nature would be held every month, 

excluding January.  Early meetings were also held at Rothman’s, Lorimer St., Sth. Melbourne 

and the Victorian Railways Institute, Flinders Street Station.) 

 

Finally, a quote from Aspectivity 120, June 1981. 

It has been said, that the membership of any organisation is made up of four bones:- 

First - there are the wish-bones, who spend all their time wishing and hoping that someone else will 

to all the work. 

Second - there are the jaw-bones, those who do all the talking about "things" but little else. 

Third - there are the knuckle-bones, knocking anything and everything that others do. 

Fourth - there are the back-bones, getting under the load and doing all of the work. 

What sort of a bone are you ??? 

 
 

1980-81 Membership – 111 Members 
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1981 - 82 
The Committee 

President  Peter Mather   Secretary  Mark Barber 

Treasurer  Brian Andrew &  Editor   Peter Long 

   Brian Cosman-Jones  Property Officer Ron Webb 

RCMC Delegate Ian Shadbolt/ Ron Webb Comm. Members Ron Webb & 

   / Phil Hearne      Jim Hill 

Asp. 121/July '81.  The following extract from President's (Peter Mather) Corner. 

What Can VARMS Do For You? 

The members of VARMS - you and I - are a varied a lot as any other cross section of the 

community.  Let's look at some of us and see what the Club can and does for each. 

The Beginner 

The newcomer to our hobby/ sport is its future backbone. 

The Club offers him the contact with experienced modellers so that he may quickly develop his own 

skills.  Club meetings offer the opportunity to talk sailplanes whilst provision of known times and 

places where he can find competent flying instruction will ensure his development as a modeller.  

Too, the Club magazine offer him the chance to seek answers to difficult questions or to air his 

views.  Maybe we could field experienced flyers to instruct beginners at Westerfolds Park and other 

sites each Sunday? 

The Anonymous Benefactor 

Every club has members - sometimes a majority - who don't fly much, or attend meetings, but want 

to be associated with the activities and people of the club.  For them the magazine/newsletter is the 

life-blood.  We must ensure that it reflects our activities.  Insurance may also attract these members 

and their welcome financial support. 

The Slope Competitor 

Lots of slope competitions and that elusive north-facing slope to practice on will keep this member 

(and his mate, the Slope Sport-Flyer) happy to donate to the Club annually.  Finding and keeping 

that northern slope will challenge us all this year. 

The Thermal Competitor 

F3B has become a very specialized pursuit, of late requiring a highly professional team approach to 

remain competitive.  VARMS can provide a good site, regular organised practice sessions (if we 

want them) and the expertise and manpower to run events.  Many of these facilities are also of 

benefit to the Thermal Sport-Flyer. 

The Builder 

The dedicated craftsman must have a forum to "show and tell" his latest creation, and a regular flow 

of ideas through the newsletter. 

The Wheeler/Dealer 

A few modellers live to swap, trade, buy and sell - the club can provide them with a market place 

and all other members with a very useful service. 

The Non-Member 

The man/woman, boy/girl we have not yet met is our future.  We will find them in the hobby shops, 

on the flying field, in the magazines, in the other clubs which don't fulfil their needs as well as we 

can. 

None of these stereotypes exist, of course.  We are all composites containing some of these 

characteristics and more.  However, the exercise of setting them and their needs down on paper has 

helped me to see the job ahead a little more clearly.  The obvious conclusion is that no one person - 

or seven people - can do all that alone.  It will take all of us. 

Asp. 121 also reports that flying at Ridge Road Kallista)(Northerly side) is no longer permitted at 

the request of the new owner. 

Martin Simons, well known lecturer on aerodynamics spoke to a wide ranging audience at the 

August general meeting. 
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September 1981 V.M.A.A./R.C.M.C. Newsletter contained the following: 

IS THIS A POWERLESS APPEAL? 
 Reading in the MAAA Handbook that "any model resembling a particular heavier-than-air 

man carrying aircraft is eligible to compete" in Stand-off Scale, I first accepted it as an unequivocal 

statement, yet further reading belies that 

 The rules are clearly biased towards powered replicas, and anyone foolhardy enough to enter 

a model of a heavier-than-air man carrying sailplane is placing himself at a resounding 

disadvantage. 

 Curiously, a browse through the Model Press indicates at least twenty kits for scale 

sailplanes are available, and by well-established manufacturers like Graupner, Carrera, Southern 

Sailplanes, etc.  Drawings are obtainable for the Ask 18 and Slingsby aircraft.  I know of scratch 

built miniatures flying now, and yet at this moment there are few competitive outlets for this type of 

aircraft replica. 

 I entered the den of the Victorian Flying Scale Aircraft Association recently and roared like 

a Webra 60 at the inequity of it all.  They relieved me of five bucks, voted me a committee member, 

turned me towards the gliding community and said "Go get 'em, boy!".  So now I'm snarling 

seductively at you scale sailplane suckers.  If you fly a replica of a heavier-than-air man carrying 

glider, ARE you interested in flying it competitively?  If you are, then YOU must be the one to do 

something about it.  Contest rules and scores need to be formulated - most importantly by those who 

fly. 

 The Scale Association is only too happy to widen its activities, and really we don't have to 

ask.  Gliding WILL be an additional feature of their Special Event early in 1983.  This gives ample 

time for building and for consideration of the rules to be used.  Your opinion is vital.  Should 1983 

seem a long way off, then how about putting Bendigo on your itinerary for the week before Easter 

1982 at the Bendigo Soaring Association's Scale Outline Sailplane meet? 

 In any case, if you are planning, or building, or flying a scale glider of any kind, PLEASE 

give me a ring - I would like to talk to you! 

        Bill Tinker 

 

Asp. 125/December'81 mentions Southern Sailplanes "Ricochet" in an F3B competition, (Placed 

4th with fastest Speed of the day at 10.5 secs). 

Noted in R.C.M. at World F3B Champs., a 9 second speed run and also a report on the World Cup 2 

Metre Class 

Asp. 126/Feb'82 comments on the annual pilgrimage to Camperdown and Lake Bullen Merri. 

Aspectivity 127 - April 1982 contains a two page ad for:- 

Southern Sailplanes Ricochet  (Ralph Learmont) - A new generation Sailplane with a "Multi role" 

capacity to readily affix any of three different wings to the one fuselage; "Standard", (2.51m. 

Rudder, elevator & spoiler), "Slope" (2.07m. Aileron, elevator, rudder & Optional flap), 

"Unlimited" (2.75m. Aileron, elevator, rudder, spoiler, optional flap & removable ballast tubes). 

Also in the same edition was the following "challenge". 

 

VARMS FIRST LADY COMPETITION 

The 1st female associated with a VARMS member to launch, fly and land an R/C Sailplane (with 

the plane still in flying condition!) will win this competition.  The prize is $20.00 and this will 

jackpot by $10.00 every 3 months until it's won. 
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..... and also from Aspectivity 126, we have a poem ..... 
 

MULGA BILL’S SOARER 

(With abject apologies to Banjo Patterson) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“T'was Mulga Bill from, Eaglehawk, that caught the soaring craze; 

He put away the old golf clubs that served him many days; 

He dressed himself in soaring clothes, resplendent to be seen; 

He hurried off to town and bought a shining new machine; 

And as he eased it through the door, with glory in his eye, 

The grinning shop assistant said, “Excuse me, can you fly?” 

 

“See here, young man,” said Mulga Bill, 

“From Walgeth to the sea, 

From Conroy’s Gap to Castlereagh, there’s none can fly like me> 

I’m good all round at everything, as everybody knows, 

Although I’m not the one to talk – I hate a man that blows.” 

 

But flying is my special gift, my chiefest, sole delight; 

Just ask a wild duck can it swim, a wild cat can it fight. 

There’s nothing clothed in silk or film, or soars, or calls the air its home, 

But what I’ll fly while wings will hold and rubber bands are tight; 

I’ll fly this here two-winged concern right straight away at sight.” 
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‘T'was Mulga Bill, from Eaglehawk, that sought his own abode, 

That perched above the Dead Man’s Creek, beside the mountain road. 

He aimed the soarer down the hill, assembled for the fray, 

But ere he’d flown a dozen yards, it bolted clean away. 

It dropped its nose, and through the trees, just like a silver streak, 

It whistled down the awful slope towards the Dead Man’s Creek. 

 

It shaved a stump by half an inch, it dodged a big white-box: 

The very wallaroos in fright went scrambling up the rocks, 

The wombats hiding in their caves dug deeper underground, 

And Mulga Bill, as white as chalk, he followed every bound. 

It struck a stone and gave a spring that cleared a fallen tree, 

It raced beside a precipice as close as close could be; 

And then, as Mulga Bill let out one last despairing shriek, 

It made a leap of twenty feet into the Dead Man’s Creek. 
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“T'was Mulga Bill, from Eaglehawk, that stood upon the shore: 

He said, “I’ve had some narrer shaves and lively rides before; 

I’ve rode a wild bull round a yard to win a five-pound bet, 

But this was sure the derndest thing that I’ve encountered yet. 

I’ll give that two-winged outlaw best; it’s shaken all my nerve, 

To see it whistle through the air and plunge and buck, and swerve, 

It’s safe at rest in Dead Man’s Creek – we’ll leave it lying still; 

A horse’s back is good enough, henceforth for Mulga Bill.” 

((Author unknown)) 

 

 

      
 

 
The following articles entitled , “Dennis’s Dreadful Hints”, first appeared in Aspectivity late in 

1980 for a total of 11 items over the ensuing period.  All of these articles are hereby repeated 

in their entirety through the to the final episode which is as unusual as it is dramatic. 

Asp. 115 – Nov. 1980 

DENNIS’S DREADFUL HINTS ... No. 1. (in a series of one million)  Anonymous 
 For a neat, convenient servo installation in your next sailplane, roughen 
the bottoms of the servo cases with coarse sandpaper and fix them in place with 

five minute epoxy.  This set-up should last the life of the model.  An added 
advantage comes when the inevitable happens and you prang the model- the 

servos will pop clean out of the epoxy ready for the next installation. 
 
Asp. 116 – Dec. 1980 

DENNIS’S DREADFUL HINTS ... (No. 2 in a series of one million) A.N. ONYMUS 
 We left you last month with the servo firmly epoxied into the fuselage of 
your new model.  Further extensive research has shown that the receiver and 

battery pack can be installed in the same manner.  This saves a lot of space that 
is otherwise wasted on foam rubber.  The switch harness and charge plug should 

be left loose inside the cockpit.  Any possibility of the switch being knocked on or 
off or fouling the controls is more than offset by the increased accessibility. 
 One minor variation on this system was seen at the PRO-AM contest 

recently where one flyer left the switch hanging outside the fuselage for even 
better accessibility.  (Also known as a right drag.  Ed) 

 
Asp. 118 – Mar. 1981 
DENNIS’S DREADFUL HINTS ... No. 3 in a series of one million ANONYMOUS 

 Before the Christmas Crump we had the servos, receiver and battery pack 
firmly epoxied into your sailplane and the switch/charge plug harness 

conveniently left loose inside the radio compartment.  Several items of the 
installation remain to be covered, but events over the holidays compel me to 
amplify some of the earlier hints. 

 After the crash forecast in hint one, several components failed to separate 
from the five-minute epoxy and had to be gently persuaded by means of a small 
engineer’s hammer.  This resulted in only minor damage to the cases, easily 

repaired with masking tape, but I am considering the use of a finer grade of wet-
or-dry abrasive prior to installation in the next model.  The crash was caused by 

full up elevator fouling the loose on/off switch and turning the system off.  The 
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installation philosophy worked perfectly, however – the entire switch harness was 

thrown clear at impact and sustained no damage at all (see hint two). 
 Next month we will complete the installation with antenna location and 

servo hookup.  Think about it!  (But for Pete’s sake don’t do it.  Ed) 
 

Asp. 119 – May 1981 
DENNIS’S DREADFUL HINTS ... No. 4 in a series of one million.    ANONOMYOUS 
 This month, as threatened, we will discuss the final aspects of radio 

installation.  Antenna location generally presents problems on modern soarers.  It 
is no longer considered good manners to leave it dangling or run the wire 
externally to the fin.  (All that drag!)  Internal solutions generally require much 

painful poking of kinky white wire down built-in holes, and my favourite method 
of wrapping the offending wire loosely around the receiver can no longer be used 

with the receiver epoxied to the floor.  (Extraction of the wire from the epoxy 
presented unforeseen difficulties after the crash).  The solution, fortunately, is 
quite simple; just coil the antenna wire loosely and pop it into the same cavity as 

the switch harness and other wiring.  The purist will claim that this procedure 
will reduce range, but I have found the periodic loss of control to be a good 
indicator that the model is getting too far away from the transmitter.  The slight 

reduction in sensitivity will also make your rig less prone to accept interference 
from other transmitters. 

 Well, we’re out of space for this month, so servo hook up will have to wait 
until the next issue.  Think about!  (One or two milliseconds should do the job.  
Ed). 
 
Asp. 120 – June 1981 

DENNIS’S DREADFUL HINTS ... No. 5 in a series of one million.  A.N.ONYMOUSE 
 This installation has taken longer than I expected, but if we are going to do 

the job properly the extra time is well worth spending. (And believe me, if you 
follow all my hints you will do a right proper job on your sailplane, and a few 
others in the bargain). 

 Now, the servo hook-up.  I use nylon tube-in-tube pushrods exclusively.  
These should be secured at one end of the outer tube only to allow a little servo-
saving flexibility in the linkage.  The inner pushrod should be fitted with short 

threaded studs at each end, leaving several inches of the nylon tube free to flex at 
each end.  This system should put an end to stripped servo gears forever. 

 The pushrod may be secured to both output arm and control horn by using 
a simple “L” bend in the metal rod end.  This permits easy disconnection for 
adjustment by simply flexing the pushrod slightly. 

 The aircraft is now ready for finishing, so next month we’ll have some quick 
and effective covering methods.  Think about it!  (It saves Dennis the trouble.  Ed) 
  
Asp. 121 – Jul. 1981 
DENNIS’S DREADFUL HINTS...No. 6 in a series on one million.  A.N. ONYMOUSE 

 This month’s subject is finishing.  First, cover all open structures with 
heat-shrink film.  These films, by the way, are much more heat resistant (and 
challenging to apply) if the backing sheet is left on.  The remaining balsa area 

should be sanded to a silky smooth finish using 80 grit garnet paper or a surform 
rasp.  The surface should then be vacuumed thoroughly to remove dust.  Now the 

trade secret!  Dulux hi-gloss enamel is applied direct to the bare balsa with a 4 
inch (10cm) brush and allowed to dry overnight.  This will seal the pores and 
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produce, in one easy application, a finish which will guarantee that highly 

desirable turbulent boundary layer.  Now, if you haven’t got too much paint in the 
hinges or radio gear, we are ready to test fly. 

 Next month we will cover field etiquette prior to test flying.  Think about it!  
(Blecchh!  Ed.)) 
 

Asp. 122 – Aug. 1981 
DENNIS’S DREADFUL HINTS ... No. 7 in a series of one million. A.N. ONYMOUSE 

 Well, if you’ve lasted a whole month with your creation all ready to fly, it’s 
time to head for the flying field.  The batteries were probably charged by the 
factory or the previous owner so there should be no need for further charging just 

for a few quick test flights. 
 Now – field etiquette.  Most clubs have a frequency control system of some 
kind – usually based on plastic keys of varying width slotted into a key board, or 

coloured plastic pegs clipped to the transmitter aerial to indicate that a frequency 
is in use. For maximum flexibility your tool kit should contain plastic keys of 

several different widths – say 1”, 2”, 3”, 4” – and an assortment of different 
coloured plastic pegs. 
 A small screwdriver will also come in handy when inconsiderate fellow fliers 

leave insufficient space between keys for even your 1” key. It’s best if none of 
these items carries your name or channel number.  The reason for this caution 

will become obvious on the field.  It’s also safer (for you) to avoid any frequency 
marking or name tags on your transmitter. 
 This system is very simple to use – just pick a space on the keyboard and 

pop in one of your keys – always use the biggest one that will fit.  For peg 
systems, just pick one of your coloured pegs to match your aircraft and attach to 
the base of your transmitter. 

 Now – switch on – and within seconds you’ll be the centre of attention. 
More importantly, your fellow club members will immediately offer you lots of 

good advice. 
THINK ABOUT IT! (BUT DON’T TRY IT WHEN THE PRESIDENTS FLYING) OR 
AGAIN ON THE OTHER HAND! 
 
 

Asp. 123 – Sep. 1981 
DENNIS’S DREADFUL HINTS ... No. 8 in a series of one million. A.N. ONYMOUSE 
 Now that you have test flown your new model (if the other modellers didn’t 

lynch you when you switched on your transmitter last month), the process of 
trimming the aircraft begins.  We will start with lateral trim. 

 Most aircraft tend to balance roughly along the centreline, when they are 
new, and this can cause problems when combined with the natural warps 
present in most aircraft.  The solution is to add weight to one wingtip until the 

aircraft flies straight at neutral trim.  Of course, this only works at one speed, but 
at all other speeds it should make for some interesting flying. 
 Next month we’ll explore longitudinal trim, so don’t use that elevator yet. 

Think about it – even try it if you dare. 
 

Asp. 124 – Nov. 1981 
DENNIS’S DREADFUL HINTS ... No. 9 in a series of one million. A.N. ONYMOUSE 
 By now you should have the lateral trim fairly well sorted out.  When things 

are just right the aircraft should try to roll one way at high speed and snap-roll in 
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the opposite direction when slowed down. 

 Now – on to longitudinal trim.  The quickest way to sort things out is to test 
fly you sailplane with no trim ballast in the nose.  This will normally result in a 

snap-roll on launch (not to be confused with the right (or left) and proper snap-
roll associated with correct lateral trim), or at least a spectacular series of 
divergent phugoids in the pitch axis.  The trimming technique is to add small 

weights to the nose until these nasty habits disappear. 
 The trimming procedures outlined in the last two issues lead naturally into 

next month’s subject – repairs. 
 Think about it – I’d do it meself but it ‘urts me ‘ead ! 
 

Asp. 125 – Dec. 1981 
DENNIS’S DREADFUL HINTS...No. 10 in a series of one million. A.N. ONYMOUSE 
 As promised, this month we will discuss repairs.  Field repairs that is – if 

you have to take the beast home to fix it, things are probably beyond repair.  The 
most popular and effective field repairs are carried out by simply assembling the 

broken pieces in their approximate positions and saturating the joins with Super 
Glue.  For the more sophisticated approach the breaks may then be covered with 
a layer of adhesive tape.  Filament packaging tape is extremely strong, but lacks 

visual appeal; ordinary sticky tape looks tacky, as does masking tape.  Probably 
the best all round performer is plastic insulation tape which can make quite arty 

repairs in a good range of colours.  If further reinforcement is necessary the 
offending component should inform you quickly by failing when airborne. 
 Next month – who knows?  Next month may be a whole new year. 

 
Asp. 126 – Feb. 1982 
DENNIS’S DREADFUL HINTS ... No. 11 in a series of one million.  A.N. Onymouse 

 Thought I’d take time out from the sharing the usual gems of wisdom this 
month, and tell you about my latest project.  The packing case partitions around 

the carport during the last few weeks have been hiding a half-scale Nimbus 
approaching the final glorious stages of completion.  The design (my own, of 
course), incorporates most of the excellent ideas featured in this column over the 

last year or so.  The one-piece 10 metre wing and the fuselage are constructed of 
corrugated cardboard sheathed in several layers of fibreglass.  The undercoats 

are on now, but the lavender and lime Dulux final finish awaits pay day and a 
new 4 inch (10 cm) brush. 
 The gear is all epoxied in, with S20 mini servos driving all control surfaces 

via internal nyrods.  If all goes well she should be airborne within a couple of 
weeks; the batteries are all charged up and I’m getting excited already. 
 See you at the slope!  (You’ll recognise the aircraft.) 
 

 

Aspectivity 127 of 1982 contained the following dramatic announcement. 

STOP PRESS******** 
DENIS DISAPPEARS . . . . DATELINE-THE BLUFF 

 By Paul Boomer 
It saddens me greatly to have to report that Dennis has now been missing for 
three days and must be presumed lost, barring miracles.  I am only now starting 

to recover from the shock sufficiently to tell the story. 
 
Dennis rang me on Saturday, very excited, to say that his ½ scale Nimbus was 
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finished, and could I help him test fly it on Sunday.  Of course I jumped at the 

opportunity, and dawn last Sunday saw us on our way to The Bluff with the 
Nimbus strapped securely to the roof. 

 
We had to detour several times when the 10 metre wingspan proved incompatible 
with narrower sections of the road, but by ten o’clock we were facing Bass Strait 

into a smooth 20 knot breeze.  Unfortunately Dennis dropped the nose on the 
bonnet of his car as we manhandled the Nimbus to the ground (I had the left 

wing tip, my back is still not the best) and a couple of nasty cracks appeared in 
the fuselage right under the wing roots.  “Soon fix that” said Dennis, and he 
quickly saturated the inside of the broken area with super-glue.  He switched on, 

wiggled both sticks to check the controls, then hoisted the Nimbus in both hands, 
ready to launch.  I was to stand, with the transmitter, near the edge of the Bluff 
while Dennis ran down the slope towards me, launched, and took the transmitter 

from my hands. 
 

All went well until half way through his run-up when a look of horror froze on 
Dennis’s face as a rapidly widening gap opened up between the grass and his still 
running feet.  By the time they passed me, Dennis and the Nimbus were 20 ft (6  

metres) up and climbing steadily.  Obviously the super-glue had not been quite 
dry when he picked up the aircraft.  Dennis also realized what had happened 

because, as he crossed the edge of The Bluff, he wailed “Get me down!” 
 
Quick as a flash I turned my attention to the transmitter in my hands, but 

whether the batteries he charged last month were dead, or the mini-servos were 
not quite up to the job, or perhaps the antenna coiled neatly behind the servos 
was just not listening, we may never know.  The Nimbus sailed out, straight as an 

arrow, with its lime and lavender wings gleaming in the morning sun.  By the 
time I lost sight of them, Dennis and the Nimbus must have been well over 1500 

ft, still climbing towards Macquarie Island. 
 
I sat there, stunned, for several minutes, then drove off to notify the local police 

and get a search started.  They did their best, but hope is fading, and I have a 
nasty feeling there will be no more Dreadful Hints. 

Note: Dennis was a staunch contributor to Aspectivity, and his articles under the 
non-de-plume of A. N. Onymouse and the by-line of “Dennis’ Dreadful Hints” had 
only reached No. 11 in a series of one million.. 

* * * * * 
Asp. 128/May '82 - President Peter Mather reports that Pakenham Council have given approval for 

VARMS's use of Mount Shamrock & Huxtable Road as slope soaring sites. 

 

... also a report of the first VARMS 2 Metre contest with a recommendation that future events be 

restricted to rudder/Elevator models.  To complete the report regarding the 2 Metre contest we have 

extracted the following from Airborne No. 53 - ON SILENT WINGS (by Ron Squires of PARCS). 

 

Two Metre soaring in Victoria 

 Two metre soaring was introduced to Victoria by V.A.R.M.S. in a V.M.A.A. sanctioned 

event on 2nd May 1982. 

 This contest was the catalyst to fire unprecedented interest in 2 metre soaring in Victoria.  

While prompting many discussions on rules, it could be stated, without doubt, that everyone 

involved is in favour of the European version of 2 metre, 2 function only, against the American 

unlimited concept. 
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 P.A.R.C.S. (Peninsular Aeronautical Radio Control Society) through its very active 

competition group scheduled a 2.0 metre competition for Sunday 22 August.  Such is the faith of 

those concerned in this exciting new and low cost, high participation event, that P.A.R.C.S. will 

also be hosting the inaugural Australian 2 Metre championships to be held over 2 days on a 

weekend to be finalised in early 1983.  Another prominent Victorian club is thinking seriously of 

running a 2 metre event between August and February. 

 For those who have not read the many good reports in English and American magazines on 

2 metre soaring events in those countries, I will list the objectives and proposed rules for Australian 

competitions, particularly the Australian Championships. 

(1) OBJECTIVE To provide a low cost minimum hassle, multi task class at an intermediate 

level of competition comprising two tasks.  These being 'A' Duration and 'B' Racing distance. 

Duration objective is to achieve a 5 minute flight time within an 8 minute working time with a 

bonus for a landing within 5 metres of a spot. 

Racing distance is, within a 4 minute (Working) time slot, complete 4 laps of a designated 150 

metre course in the fastest time possible. 

(2) MODEL SPECIFICATION 

a. Span 2.0 metres maximum. 

b. Controls - 2, rudder/elevator only.  This includes V-tails, no ailerons. 

c. General - models must conform to current F.A.I. loading and weight limits and all ballast must be 

secured within the model. 

(Other rules were specified to cover ALL aspects of the proposed competition). 

MODEL TYPES AND OBSERVATIONS. 

 The local hobby industry has been very slow to respond to stocking the wide variety of 

modern design 2 metre kits presently available overseas, and unless you scratch build or import 

your own, the selection is very poor. 

 Due to the multi task nature of 2 metre competitions, the Soar Birdy, Capella, Trident, RO 8, 

Wanderer, QB 1800 etc. type of aircraft while generally meeting wingspan requirements, were 

found to be lacking at the VARMS 2 metre competition.  But if you have one of these models at 

present, don't be put off competing in the August competition as it will be a lot of fun and we will 

all learn from the experience. 

 Specialist 2 metre models presently being built or flying include the following:- Airtronics 

Sagitta 600, Top Flite Metrick, Prophet, Algebra 2M, Southern Sailplanes T-Bird, Dassal. 

 All the above models feature Eppler or other high performance (wide speed range) airfoils 

with provision for ballast, dry weight is between 32 - 42 oz. with wing areas from 550 to 700 sq. in. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the same Airborne and on the page immediately following the above article was the following 

gem that is an absolute 'must' to tickle every modeller's memory bank! 
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OUT OF THE BLUE By Updraught. 

 Having evolved in quite drug free surroundings and being of an age likely to ensure future 

innocence in that regard, I am constantly amazed to hear of the unlikely substances with which the 

juvenile populations bombards its brain cells.  Of course, I'm usually decades behind the rest of the 

population technologically speaking, the only sniffing activities in my immediate circle being 

confined to Vix vapour rub.  However the current adolescent enthusiasm for glue and solvent 

sniffing does find some sympathy with me.  They are interesting smells. 

 I should think that the aeromodeller has at his fingertips (or nose tips really), more sniffable 

items than the follower of any other pastime I can think of.  What a rich and varied array of 

chemicals and solvents we handle with such careless disregard for their aromatic qualities.  I have 

taken it upon myself to catalogue some of the more savoury aeromodelling substances.  Such a 

guide is clearly well overdue but you can count on an up-to-date outfit like AIRBORNE to be first 

in the field. 

 Although every effort has been made to be impartial and objective, the preferences and 

prejudices acquired over about thirty years may show through, and the writer agrees that his 

affection for such things as nitro benzine and Tarzan's Grip might appear a bit conservative to the 

trendy young sniffer. 

Tarzar's Gripe A wonderful old favourite with the mature modeller.  Lacks the somewhat 

plastic background of more modern adhesives.  Imparts a subtle nostalgic bouquet to building 

activities but is at its best after ageing in the tube for a couple of years.  Owes its olfactory 

excellence to the lovingly guarded secret formula and its preparation on the south western corner of 

the Willoughby premises of the manufacturer.  Easily obtained, even in the most remote corners of 

the continent.  Keen devotees need suffer no drying out pangs whilst crossing the Nullarbor Plain 

for instance, where it is readily available.  A tube of Tarzan's Grip is a great old standby.  Just be 

careful not to Spoonerise the name when ordering. 

Aroflute Balsa Cement A lively little adolescent inhalant with a light, modern aroma.  Gives 

an immediate lift with a subtle, floating after-effect. 

Acetone and Celluloid Not much seen these days but mentioned here for its traditional 

values.  The acetone itself provides a stimulating sniff but the real values are inherent in the type of 

celluloid used.  Chev. four side curtains are remarkable in this respect but for a real "high" try 

dissolving old Tiger Moth windscreens. 

Humble Britfix Good solid traditional British sniffing!  Perhaps not as sophisticated an aroma 

as some others but provides a certain nineteen fifties flavour.  Conjures up visions of Covent 

Garden, iron filings and Alf Garnett's oldest pipe. 

Testy's Plastikit Cementent  An interesting little tube with an attractive, sharp tang.  Much 

favoured by the very young after building their first plastic model. 

Banana Oil This otherwise perfectly useless substance often retrieves some of its reputation 

when its piquant qualities are considered.  Brings visions of steamy tropical nights in Gympie, 

rustling palms in the Trobriands and a hint of wild native passions.  However some report visions of 

the monkey cage at the zoo or of Louis' corner fruit shop.  A controversial little number. 

Crag Tissue Praste Owes its stolid redolence to the anti-mould chemicals mixed in with it.  Not 

very exciting but could be a starting point for the cautious modeller.  Can also be smeared between 

the toes to counter tinea, and may, if thus utilised, in conjunction with the removal of ones 

sandshoes acquire one a seat in the tram on a warm afternoon. 

Nitro Benzine  Little used nowadays but definitely one for the nostalgist, its boot-polish 

pungency being stuff the early glo-plug days were made of.  A great reminder of early team race 

finals! 

Ether A much debated fragrance.  Its contentious qualities may have their roots in the great 

diesel/anti diesel debate.  Still, some contend that nothing quite equals the miasma of standing 

downwind of an Oliver Tiger being warmed up on a balmy afternoon. 

General Purpose Thinners A handy little sniff known to every modeller and in danger of being 

vulgarised as a result of its wide availability and due too, to the activities of the large number of 
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impecunious sniffers who hang around the entrances to panel-beating workshops hoping for a 

spillage. 

Petrol and CrastrolXX1 Kid stuff really.  The user may be in danger of being thought 

associated with the lawn mower crowd. 

Amyl Nitrate A heart warming bouquet that has suffered undeservedly by its association with ether 

and the disreputable smelly diesel enthusiasts.  A hit and knock-out drop, a super session finisher. 

R.A.A.F. 3K5 Dope A regular disciplined odour with a uniform effect.  Best enjoyed in a warm 

room to a background of Gracie Fields or recordings of Churchill's wartime speeches. 

 I've just this moment come upon a new fibre-glass release agent.  I'll let you all know what 

sort of   effect   it   has   in   

     a   later   issue   !!! 

 

"Reprinted with the kind permission of Airborne Magazine." 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

1981-82 Membership – 123 Members 
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1982 - 83 
The Committee 

President  Peter Mather    Secretary Max Haysom 

Treasurer  Brian Cosman-Jones   Editors  Mark Barber 

Committee Member David Thompson     /Peter Long 

RCMC Delegate Stephen Kerry    Prop. Officer Ron Webb 

The wide range of club activities is reflected in the following Soaring Calendar 1982/83: 

Jul AGM     Dec Thermal X-country T.B.A. 

 Slope fun day Pakenham  Jan Camperdown Fly-in (Aust. Day) 

Aug Ballarat Slope day (Hollowback) Feb Aust. 2 Metre Championships/PARCS 

 Thermal fun fly (Westerfolds Park)  Flat field Scale day - TBA 

 PARCS 2 Metre   Mar PARCS Task 'A' 

Sept Cardinia Task 'A'    Falls Ck. Family Fly-in 

 MARCS Glider    Thermal Champs (30 min Agg.) 

 Mini-X-Country(Westerfolds Park)  Sunbury - Glider 

 State Slope Champs   Apr Ballarat Slope day 

Oct Ballarat Slope day    Brian Laging Trophy Rd 3. 

 LSF Tournament (Jerilderie)   2 Metre Contest (Westerfolds Park) 

 Brian Laging Trophy Rd 1/Ballarat May Scale Slope day, Bacchus Marsh 

 Slope X-country (Yarragon)   Scale Sailplane - Bendigo 

Nov F3B Teach-in (Westerfolds Park)  Slope Champs Aerobatics/Pylon 

 F3B (Developmental Rules/W'folds) Jun Ballarat Slope day 

Dec PARCS Task 'A'    Phillip Is. Family Slope Fly-in 

 Ballarat Slope (Ladies day)   Yarragon Slope Day 

 Brian Laging Trophy Rd 2/Ballarat Jul A. G. M. 

 

VARMS obtains permission from Pakenham Council for the use of Mt. Shamrock & Huxtable Rd. 

reserves as slope sites.  An inaugural Flying Day was held at Huxtable Rd. on 18 July 1982 after a 

quick inspection of Mt. Shamrock, two excellent flying sites.  The following taken from Aspectivity 

130 of August ’82 provides more ‘feel’ for the expedition. 

 

Inaugural Flying Day – Pakenham Sites – 18 July ’82 
-  Charles Butler 

The plot, announced at the AGM, was to meet at the 

Cockatoo/Gembrook/Belgrave/Pakenham Upper turn-off at 10.00 am sharp, so 

there we were. It was a good turn-up, but perishing cold, with plenty of NW wind 

to cut right through anything less than full ski-gear.  First stop was at Mt. 

Shamrock, ‘just for a look’, said the Pres.(Peter Mather).  After a short detour to 

inspect the local quarry, the convoy pulled up in the middle of a ruddy big cutting 

– he has to be joking!  But no such luck – out of the cars, scramble up the 

embankment, through the fence and ‘just a short walk to the top’, said the Pres.  

Ten minutes later we could see what had him so enthused.  The hill is big, 

smooth, grassy and rockless with good faces for all winds West through South to 

East.  The view is also glorious – all the way to Westernport Bay.  Access is the 

obvious problem – one which will have to be solved, because this hill is a ‘must’ 

for VARMS. 
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Back down the hill to the cars, and a 3-4km drive around the hill to Huxtable Rd.  

This site is a different kettle of fish – fairly tight, with trees to the right and a 

fence to the left, but a good unobstructed landing area of smooth grass.  The NW 

wind was quite strong, so out came the heavies and it was on!  There was some 

turbulence, but good lift for aerobatics as long as you didn’t get too far down in 

front.  Mark Barber test flew his beautiful Slope Ricochet – flew as well as it looks.  

Geoff Vincent tried some aerobatics first, then flew the big Kestrel, Colin Collyer’s 

Kestrel also flew, and as the wind eased Frank Smith’s new Grunau Baby (a bigger 

one this time) took to the air looking very true to life.  A good day – try these 

slopes. I think you’ll be impressed. 
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Following is a copy of a letter from the Pakenham shire referring to the original granting of a 

permit, and extending it for a further 10 years. 

 

 

.
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Asp.131/September 1982 reports on an inaugural 2 Metre Glider competition hosted by PARCS, 3 

rounds each of Duration & 4 lap Racing/Distance, also the appearance of Ralph Learmont's new 2 

Metre model T-Bird. 

Asp. 132 October '82 reports the claiming of the Ladies Prize by Erica Pike (Spouse of Ray, 

Wangaratta).  This competition is to continue on with another prize of $30.00 offered. 

Same magazine also report abbreviated result of L.S.F. Tournament; Open class of 60 entrants: 1. 

Phil Bird, 2. John Borril, 3. B Copley.  Standard of 57 entrants; 1. Eddie Smith, 2. C Howell, 3. M 

Scott.  VARMS were well represented by; Phil Hearne, Jim Hill, Max Kroger, Ralph Learmont, 

Barry Nugent, Geoff Vincent, Ron Webb, Charlie Wyatt, Ron Squires. 

1982/83 Nationals (36th) held at Warwick Qld.: 

Thermal Glider - 1. Richard Tapp(S.A.) 2. R Badenoch (S.A.) 3. D Morgan (NSW) 

Hi-start/Bungee launching systems deleted from approved launching methods for international class 

contests.  The principle reason for this is that the bungee under certain conditions provides a height 

advantage on launch !!! 

VMAA Newsletter of May 1983 reports:  

(a) No licenses to operate a radio are required from now on. 

(b) 26 frequencies at 20Khz spacing have been allocated to R/C aircraft on the 36MHz band - 

36.050 to 36.550.  (Later extended from 36.010 to 36.590). 

 

Aspectivity 135 - February 1983 -Camperdown - Australia Day Weekend Fly In 

 With a number of 'regulars' engaged in full size gliding and other activities, it was a 

relatively small group which turned up this year for the annual gathering of slope soaring 

enthusiasts.  About 25 people had what can only be described as a marvellous time.  The newly 

established Botanical Gardens at the far end of the camping ground were out of bounds for campers, 

so this year we had to set up camp just near the old favourite spot, but nevertheless it turned out 

okay. 

 Friday afternoon provided pleasant flying with a nice breeze blowing up the slope just 

behind the gardens and the weather forecast for the weekend was also encouraging.  Saturday 

morning found us at the field in front of the entrance to the Caravan Park watching Colin Collyer 

and his friend, Gary, flying converted freeflight models with RC and diesel power.  Those little 

engines do a great job and sixteen minute flights with two minute motor runs were achieved in very 

light winds and some thermal assistance. 

 In the afternoon the sea breeze was there again and the lake showed some white on top of 

the waves.  It was then that some real good flying took place.  The fast flowing air provided 

unlimited Ricochet conditions and those of us who had suitable machinery made the most of it.  

Low passes in front of the black stump (since removed), getting lower, until CC's V-tail speedster 

decided it was enough and with a mighty whoooooosh came to a very sudden stop in the grass.  It 

all happened so fast, that Colin could only exclaim: "I have just landed".  (Screaming laughter all 

over the place).  It certainly was the fastest arrival I have ever witnessed.  Some quick repairs to the 

tailplane had it back in the air soon after, but somehow things were not the same anymore and it 

decided to clobber into a tree nearby which, after a rapid stocktaking count resulted in CC 

postulating: "One down, five to go".  My own little orange toy (why does everybody call it 'Red 

Baron') got itself into a NAS situation (Not acceptable separation) and collected Jim Hill's 'Gentle 

Lady', promptly dismembering same at 40 metres altitude, RC gear riding back to earth within the 

slightly modified fuselage, the wing and tailplane picking their own separate landing spots, 

HORROR OF HORRORS!  That was the one and only mid-air collision little orange beast had so 

far encountered in 6 years of ups and downs.  Worst of all, it kept on flying as if nothing had 

happened.  On close inspection after a safe landing we could not find which hit what where.  

Meanwhile John Lee kept on clocking hour after hour and surely did his 4 hr.  LSF slope flight.  

Well done, John!  Mark Gottschalk flew his Graupner Cirrus for the first time on this slope and 
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after some initial apprehension managed quite well and also did his own landings.  Happy smiles all 

round. 

 With almost everybody present at the BBQ making some contribution to the happy and 

entertaining atmosphere, we all trundled back to the slope after dark to watch some night-flying, 

and then it was back to the tent for some more fun (mostly yaks with snacks and canned moisture).  

By 1.30 am we adjourned proceedings and everybody navigated to the best of their ability towards 

their quarters.  The possums were as accurate as ever with their usual night bombing practice of 

tents and caravans beneath them.  Yes, it was Camperdown alright! 

 Sunday turned out cool and foggy in the morning, but soon the sun really got stuck into it 

and with indifferent wind and lift conditions before lunch, some frustrated flyers ventured down to 

the lake for a dip, or played golf. 

 The boys from Geelong turned up in the early afternoon, everybody waiting for the expected 

afternoon breeze.  Well, it eventually arrived, and everybody tried to get into the shade of the big 

black stump and fly at the same time.  Colin's Kestrel is going better than ever and the smile on his 

face spoke volumes.  His four-legged companion Tina never failed to personally supervise each and 

every model-launch.  Old faithful K-13 got rigged up, but went back into the box when the lift 

dropped. 

 Pub tea at the local at 6.00 pm.  No shortage of topics with professional aviators present and 

time flew.  Afterwards some of us flew in light conditions till sunset, which made some cameras 

work overtime. 

 And so came Monday, with most attendants packing up early to miss the rush back to 

Melbourne.  A small convoy of 'stayers' drove up to Murray's farm that had already expected us and 

showed us the way to the best slope on his property for the prevailing wind direction.  We got 

airborne by about 10.30 am, and it was already very hot, not a cloud in the sky with a light breeze 

from the north - enough to fly about but no fancy stuff please.  By lunchtime there was the family 

trio of Ron Webb and Ashley, Max McCullough and son Stephen and Mark and myself left to go 

down to the Boat Club for a much needed cooling off in the lake, joining hundreds of locals who 

had the same idea.  By 4.00 pm the afternoon breeze appeared again and we made tracks back to the 

camp slope.  It was then that we enjoyed the by far best flying conditions of the whole weekend 

with only three dads and juniors sharing the fantastic lift, right after sunset.  After a good feed and 

lots of talking in Ron's motel room we finally made tracks back to the campsite. 

 Tuesday morning it was our turn to saddle up and head for home.  On the way out, having a 

final look over that big, blue sun-drenched lake, Mark had the logical question all over his face: 

"Are we coming back next year, Dad?" 

"YOU BET SON, YOU BET!!"   (John Gottschalk) 

 

Also from the February magazine we have: 

WHY – TRY – A - TWI – FLY ?   Des Bayliss 
 

 To answer this question, one would have had to proceed as I did to Mt. 

Shamrock early on the evening of Friday 11
th

.  The wind had seemed good most of 

the day, a light south to south-westerly.  As I approached the Mount just after 7 

p.m., I noticed many ants scurrying around on top of the slope and eventually 

picked out several “birds” cavorting in the sky above.  Actually I had arrived just in 

time to walk up the hill with our friend from the Pakenham Shire, and on arrival I 

noted many planes and pilots scattered over a wide area and a good fun-fly well 

under way. 

 At this point I must apologise for the fact that I was about the last to arrive, 

did not have to share a frequency and flew virtually non-stop until dark, 

consequently, I cannot be too specific as to who was there and what happened.  

Suffice to say that there were many familiar faces and the sky was always alive 
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with models, (I counted 8 at one stage), with a predominance of those designed 

by one R. L.  In all, there seemed a good variety of slopies, floaties and even some 

scale models that had a good airing in the light to medium breeze that remained 

steady, only dying off slightly as the gloom got gloomier.  One visiting non-

member (with T-tail) was able to remain very high above the general scrum so 

there was no lack of lift. 

 I was not aware of any mid-airs or shoot-downs (frequency board was well 

used as well as loud verbals), the only damage noted seemed to be minor 

abrasions and superficial re-decorating.  One highlight was a Ridge-rat type doing 

very tight turns at low level from the front of the slope using a very rapid re-

launch system, but even he rose to a reasonable flying height eventually. Yet 

another model decided to go “rudder only” for a time and corrected itself only 

after a quorum of experts had been called in to handle the problem.  This bird in 

fact was my new AQUILA having its first outing with the club, and whilst being a 

pretty good machine, can be very twitchy in the hands of the lesser experienced.  

It thermals well but needs good ballast for sloping. 

 Naturally enough, the piece-de-resistance came at the end of proceedings.  

After several test flights, a well-lit-up Big-Birdy (courtesy of El Presidente) took to 

the air just on sunset (candle power unknown), and as I left the slope some time 

later, it was still up there wafting to and fro doing a fair imitation of a “who-

knows-what” from Star Wars.  Much later, the night flyer was still visible from the 

highway (car speedo says about 4km), and no doubt the obvious U.F.O. reports 

will be forthcoming.  In all, a very well patronised session and obviously enjoyed 

by all who attended. 

 

POST MORTEM 

1.  The only comment I heard about the Twi-fly was, why did we wait so long to do 

it, that to me constitutes a unanimous vote for a repeat. 

2.  Obviously the feasibility and legality of vehicle access to the site is about to 

come under heavy discussion, maybe because at one stage, I saw our local 

member for Pakenham underdoing a heavy Pilot-in-training session.  We also had 

to push his vehicle through that deep gutter down at the access gate. 

3.  The slope re-visited the next afternoon revealed that we share this patch with 

two eagles, one of whom has very long legs with appropriately vicious “hookies” 

attached.  After a very close scrutiny of my Aquila he made one half-hearted pass 

and on missing the target obviously deemed the intruder as harmless, then 

followed an A-one demonstration on how to really ride the wind, a lesson that I 

followed quite closely but not quite with the same ease.  Although we got quite 

close at times, he thankfully ignored my model and kept his “dual-purpose 

undercarriage” tucked up in the neutral position. 

 

The following well used item was found lurking in Aspectivity 136, March 1983. 

THE CENTRE OF GRAVITY 
This article was taken with thanks from the ‘THE WHITE SHEET’ – NEWSLETTER OF 
THE ‘WHITE SHEET RADIO FLYING CLUB’, England who got it from the ‘FLYPAPER’ – 
newsletter of the “SUSSEX RADIO FLYING CLUB’. 
 The centre of gravity is not as a lot of people believe, a meeting place for 
undertakers, but a small spot, usually triangular in shape, which floats about inside an 
aeroplane. 
 It can be found in all sorts of positions in a fuselage.  Sailing boats have the best 
place, they put it a few feet below the bottom of the boat where it can do no damage.  In 
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an aeroplane this would be rather difficult to do as it would touch the ground first with dire 
results. 
 Various designers put the C. G. in all sorts of odd places, but in spite of all this it still 
manages to move about on its own. 
 I have never been able to find out what a C. G. is made of, but it must be very light.  
Even in a full sized aircraft such as a Boeing 747, if the C. G. is put in the nose the plane 
will climb.  If it is put too far back the plane will fly with the tail high or dive. 
 Even in a large supersonic aircraft such as the Concorde they have to keep 
pumping the fuel backwards and forwards to counteract the weight of the C. G. as it moves 
about. 
 The space shuttle leaves its C. G. behind when it goes into space. However, the C. 
G. waits until the shuttle gets back into the earth’s atmosphere, when it rejoins the craft, 
usually in the same place as it was before.  Which, you must admit is very mystifying. 
 Pitts aerobatic pilots have a constant fight with C. G., at times almost losing it.  
Centre of gravity can even be found in the human body.  If it is in the wrong place, you 
keep falling over.  In my case it seems to move about a lot when I drink a lot of whisky. 
 If only someone could design a plane and eliminate this bug, it could be capable of 
doing marvellous things. 
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"SLOBODS GLOSSARY OF SAILPLANE TERMS" 

Removed with thanks, from the "Silent Flyer" - the newsletter of the "San Fernando Valley Silent 

flyers', California, U.S.A. via the "White Sheet". 

AIRCRAFT FLIGHT REPORT:  BALLAST: 

A loud noise accompanying   Loud explosion 

the termination of an aircraft flight.   

preceded by a rapid descent,   CANOPY: Censored 

 

BULKHEAD:     CAP STRIP: To remove one's headgear. 

A derogatory expression usually   

applied to persons of questionable  GLIDING DISTANCE: 

intelligence.     One-half of the horizontal distance from a sail- 

      plane to the spot at the time of landing attempt. 

CHARACTERISTIC CURVES:   

Easiest way to distinguish between  LOCK WASHER: One who washes locks. 

a steward and a stewardess.    

      WING FLAP: An argument about a wing. 

HAMMER HEAD STALL:    

An arbitrary method of avoiding work. SERVO: A vo that has been knighted. 

       

LIGHTENING HOLES:   STRESS ANALYSIS: 

The process of removing stuff from  The art of manipulating figures in such a way as 

empty holes in order to reduce weight  to prove that a deficient structure is twice as 

thereof.     strong as it is supposed to be. 

       

PYLON: All aboard.    VACUUM PUMP: 

      A pump used to pump nothing into a vacuum. 

STABLE AIR:     

An atmosphere tinged with the odour  WINCH: Cringe. 

of fertilizer.      

      UNIFORM LOAD: 

TRANSMITTER:    The weight of one uniform. 

A mitter of uncertain sex.    

      WING SPOILER: 

WING RIB: Teasing a wing.  Most model builders. 
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1983 - 84 
The Committee 

President  Des Bayliss    Secretary Max Haysom 

Treasurer  Brian Cosman-Jones     /Peter Mather & 

   & John Berry      Peter Briggs 

Editor   Tim Shirley    Contest Dir. Trevor De Haan 

Committee Members Ralph Learmont & Paul Cook 

Aspectivity 139 of July 1983 provides detailed information on the following phenomenon. 

THE SQUARE THERMAL 

The theoretical possibility of the square sectioned, columnar thermal has been discovered, the 

theory can now be published.  This paper briefly discusses the theory and the historical discovery of 

the SQUARE THERMAL. 

 

THEORY.  The square thermal develops under conditions of high energy, i.e. on strong thermal 

days.  As it is well known that a square has a greater perimeter than a circle of a given enclosed 

area. 

 

Thus the square thermal forms its characteristic shape to dissipate its excess energy to the 

surrounding atmosphere, more readily than if it were circular. 

 

However this thermal requires critical conditions for its formation; 

1. LAPSE RATE.  The adiabatic lapse rate must diverge from the gradient (env. lapse rate) by at 

least 1.107°C/1000 ft.  This causes an excess energy of at least 0.713 KJHoules/M³of rising air, 

which pushes out the corners of the thermal in the first 1000 ft. of its development. 

 

2. THERMAL SOURCE.  The ideal source for the thermal has been found to be an approximately 

square, fallow paddock of less than 77.16 acres in size.  This size has been determined by the time 

required for sound waves to cross the paddock (1.67 sec.) 

The winds on the ground should be light (<10k) and perpendicular to one side of the paddock.  

Under these wind conditions the thermal is triggered along one side of the paddock.  As the thermal 

is triggered, shock waves are generated and if the shock wave, which travels at the speed of sound, 

crosses the paddock in less than 1.67 secs., the thermal will rise uniformly from the paddock. 

 

The thermal rises in a square column, which decreases in area as it goes higher.  If the required 

lapse rate conditions exist, the thermal will remain square and increase in area above about 3000 ft. 

 

The above conditions apply only if the air temperature near the ground is 30°C.  If the temperature 

is higher the square thermal can be triggered off a larger paddock and vice versa.  This is because 

the shock waves propagate through air more quickly as the temperature is raised. 

 

DISCOVERY OF THE SQUARE THERMAL.  The square thermal was first discovered by the 

author while thermal soaring with a ‘Square Birdy’ in a paddock west of home.  The thermal source 

was a square paddock of the correct size.  The lift pattern was encountered and the thermal used to 

attain approximately 3000 ft., when the model disappeared from sight. 

 

Subsequent thermals found by the author and friends showed that lift was strongest at the corners of 

the thermal.  The sink at the corners is also strong resulting in strong shear gusts in the vertical 

plane.  Making tight turns at the corners of the thermal can lead to some excellent practice at spin 

recovery! 

 

CENTERING METHOD.  If turning in what you believe to be a square thermal, as the lift 
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approaches zero – tighten the rate of turn, then straighten up almost immediately.  Fly straight for 

about 2 sec, then turn through 90° in the same direction as the original circle and count to 4, turn 

through 90° and so on round the square. 

 

The best rate of climb is achieved by flying the square pattern to gain the advantage of the strong 

lift at the corners. 
 

 

HELPFUL HINTS REPRINTED FROM R.C.M.  OCTOBER 1978 

 

Half the battle in flying well is being able to see our sailplanes clearly. 

 

All of us, at some time or another, have experienced the frustration of bringing a new, smartly 

finished sailplane to the field, only to find that in flight, it was darned near invisible. 

 

The colour scheme that looked so good on the ground was terrible in the air, blending so well with 

the sky that orientation was a big problem. 

 

A recent study came up with some surprising results concerning colour visibility.  These tests were 

made using full size sailplanes flying up to five kilometres from the observers. 

 

The colours were rated on a scale of ‘0’ totally invisible to ‘100’ totally visible. 

White  88 

Yellow  70  Solid colours, 

Orange  47 

Lt. Grey 43  not 

Lt. Blue 43 

Red  23  transparent 

Blue    8 

Black    8 

Dk. Blue   8 

 

No matter which colour combination you choose, a good way to track your sailplane on distance 

runs or high thermalling, is to iron (or stick) a strip of silver trim on the entire length of the leading 

edge.  So that at every turn or change of direction, a distinctive flash can be clearly seen. 

- - - - - -  

Aspectivity 141 September '83 

 DREAM REPORT     by Morrie Murphy (VARMS No 77) 

 Others have dreamed -   I, too, can dream - zzz - ZZZ - I dream   +++. 

Ah!  To have our own flying "home' - To climb the hill in the pearly pre-dawn light - (In the words 

of the Australian poet- "As the morning star paled slowly, and the Cross hung low to the sea"-) ......  

To wait till the first rays of the rising sun tip the rocks with gold, and then at that magic moment, to 

throw ones model off into the balmy zephyr - Ah! Bliss! 

 But now I find that I am standing on a small knoll gazing across a wide verdant valley - 

CAN IT BE OURS ?  IT IS !? 

 Above me rises a noble sign, its Huon pine aglow in the early morning sunshine.  Majestic 

letters carved deep proudly proclaim the name of this - Our home..... 

 -SOAR  ACRES- 

 Nearby on the flat, hopefuls a-thirst for thermals stretch out the winch lines, while others 

lured by lift assemble high on the ridge.  A twinkle of green and red lights indicates that the 

electronic peg-boards are functioning - and the first models are aloft ! 

 Lazily following the flight of a Rumour 3, my attention is attracted by a single person 
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moving along the edge of the slope.  He is following the track worn by pounding feet of countless 

modellers and immortalised as Geoff's Gallop (Geoff Vincent VARMS No 137).  Only one other has 

completed the "goal and return" (X-country on foot - Huxtable Rd. to Mt. Shamrock & Return), and 

rumour has it that he is hospitalised !  But you know how rumours fly in a model club. 

 From my position in the valley the track almost disappears as it passes the steeper face of 

Learmont Leap (Ralph Learmont VARMS No 7), before finally petering out altogether, (no 

connection with an earlier President) in the screed below the distant rocky outcrop known as Watt's 

Wind-Up (Maurie Watts VARMS No 112) !  But that is another story -er- Dream. 

 A flash of colour in a distant copse shows where the ladies have gathered to chat and knit 

and, maybe, even watch the models.  Here, beneath the trees, it is peaceful and cool, and a haven for 

native bird-life. 

 A Kingfisher darts from the trees and swoops low over the waters of a nearby lake, but he is 

disturbed by an intruder!  The third group of modellers!  THE THIRD GROUP ?  The ones who are 

always to be found racing their sleek colourful yachts across the pellucid surface of MASON 

WATERS (Stan Mason VARMS No 36) ! 

 But now it seems the morning has passed, and members are wending their way down the 

field in two's and three's. 

 Near at hand, with-in ear-shot of the swings and see-saws of the children's playground, our 

ever-helpful member is stoking up the barbeques. 

 Eavesdropping, with apologies, on the ladies as they pass on their way to the picnic area, I 

hear one say, "You know, I like it since we came here, the frenetic atmosphere has gone........"  

"Yes", said another, "At times we talk about things entirely un-related to aeroplanes........"  While a 

third remarked,  "Yes, I know what you mean, my hubby has become almost human........!" 

 I suppose she knows her husband better than I, but frankly, I remain unconvinced. 

 But NOW, WOW !  I'm really looking forward to a coupla bangers popped on the 

barbie++++++  OH.'  Brr-Brr Wasser matter?  I'M awake !  The phones' ringing !  At this HOUR, 

it's still DARK !  'Ullo,  Ullo........  Who is it ?  You MAURIE, WHATS up, Can't you sleep? 

 YOU'RE WHAT ?  You're going to climb Mt. Whatsisname - In the DARK ?  What did you 

say ?  "In the pearly pre-dawn light" - HUH! -" and as the first rays of the rising sun" -  And you 

want me to come with you-  YOU MUST BE STARK RAVING MAD ! 

I'm going back to BED, Goodnight !  CLANG. 

   So   much   for   dreams. 

 

Asp.142 October '83 - borrowed from this magazine is a small ode that was in turn taken from the 

noticeboard of a full size gliding club; 

 Yesterday, while low in air, 
  I found some lift that wasn't there, 
   It wasn't there again today, 
    That's twice I've had to land away. 
 

October 1983.  Aspectivity 142 reflects a “modified” version of the provisional FAI Slope rules of 

1977 that VARMS intended to use after being invited to run the State Slope Championships.  These 

rules show the event as being “Aerobatics & Pylon racing”, as opposed to the usual Aerobatics, 

Distance & Speed.  However, due to some last minute confusion and objections, on top of the hill, it 

was decided to run the event incorporating the original three tasks.  The weather stepped in and it 

was actually only possible to resolve the contest by utilising the Aerobatics and Speed(Pylon).  

Following that, it remained a two task event until the Pylon became an occasional contest in its own 

right (F3F), and the State Slope Championships was decided on aerobatics only. 

 

December 1983 -  a 10 year lease has been granted to VARMS by the Pakenham Shire for the use 

of Huxtable Rd. and Mt. Shamrock. 

37th Nationals held 1983/84 at Hawkesbury, NSW, saw an F3B event (Possibility 1st for Nats. no 
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results), and an Un-official Thermal event!!, again, No results. 

A solid push from Peter Mather, Tim Shirley and Geoff Vincent to create interest in Thermal X-

country by selecting a date in April for the inaugural event and publishing a comprehensive set of 

rules. 

February 1984 - VARMS General meetings now to be held on the Second Friday of each month at 

the current venue, Glen Waverley Heights Primary school 

22 May 1984.  A lease taken for Cathies Lane site (Ex Staynor & Gallagher property) for a period 

of 6 months and to be effective from 30 JUNE 1984. (Note: entry was from Cathies Lane into 

South-east corner of this site). 

8 June 1984 - At Jerilderie, Geoff Vincent sets an Australian R.C. Glider Altitude Record, Height 

Gain of 3,900 feet. 

 

 

AN ODE TO “AIR” or PETER’S POME 

(Penned on the occasion of Peter (Past Pres.) Mather’s  posting (RAAF) to Canberra. 

Peter, Peter, built like a Sagitta 

Had a love and strove to keep her 

Not that he was really poor 

He just kept going out the door 

Driving here and driving there 

Just out to get a bit of “air” 

And once in “air” was then at home 

And could at will just soar and roam 

He could stall and turn and flip 

To exotic joy of a whistling tip 

To grandiose heights he climbed and savoured 

“Modeller’s delights are oddly flavoured” 

No heat nor wind nor flies will bow 

Nor harsh terrain or leavings of a cow 

This modellers ardour or his dream 

To stay in “air” forever it would seem 

But the thud has come, he will depart 

With models and family loaded in the cart 

He will travel yon and stay awhile 

Check out the local flying style 

But he should not sulk or growl or fret 

As he will enjoy himself I’ll bet 

Because where he’s going he has on hand 

The biggest thermal in the land 

So many tales of deeds and valour 

Can be told about this fellah 

So we just hope for modellings sake 

That this disruption he can take 

And on return from outback posting 

Will return unto great toasting 

To VARMS’ bosom,  from whence was took 

This gentle lad, we’ll not forsook 

We seek his return beyond compare 

To pursue the fair damsel he calls “air” 

And he will return from this place up yonder 

Agreed that absence makes the heart grow fonder. 
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ONANDON 

 

 

October 1983, Aspectivity 142 suggested a Model/Flyer rating system to encourage more 

participants in F3B competitions (see below). 

 

Category General 

Limitations 

Is it O.K. to 

change weight 

during Contest? 

-Weight range 

for this contest 

Controls to 

be used. 

Typical models in this 

category - check other  

limitations. 

Type 1 None YES, but max. 

AUW = 5kg. 

(All Up 

Weight) 

No 

restrictions 

Current F3B design types 

with little restrictions.  E.g. 

ULC Ricochet, Marjali. 

Type 2 Up to 2.6m 

span (102”) 

approx. 

YES, but max. 

AUW = 2.5kg 

(5.5lb) 

No 

restrictions 

Flamingo, Sunbird, Dassel, 

Std. Ricochet, Sagitta 900 i.e. 

Popular multi-function types. 

Type 3 Up to 2m 

span (78.7”) 

YES, but max. 

AUW = 1.8kg 

(63.6oz.) 

Rudder/ 

Elevator 

Typical “2m” Contest models  

for Duration & Speed.  

Sagitta 600, T Bird, Mini 

Martini etc. 

Type 4 Up to 2.6m 

span (102”) 

approx. 

NO ballast 

changes during 

contest 

Max. = 1.8kg 

No 

restrictions 

Same as Type 2 models BUT 

ballast changes & AUW are 

restricted. 

Type 5 Generally Sports/Trainer models.  Wing to be 

of at least partial open structure (ribs) Span less 

than 2.6m, wing loading 10oz/sq. ft. or less.  

Section typically flat bottom (no appreciable 

Phillips Entry”) - NO BALLAST CHANGES.  

Olympic, Trident, Mini Bird/ 

(Check section), Big Birdy, 

Aquila, T Bird (with B/U 

wings, Paragon. 

BONUS SYSTEM 

- Calculate scores by the usual F3B rules. - Add appropriate bonus. 

- Maximum “adjusted” score is 999 unless that person wins outright (i.e. without needing 

   a bonus). 

MODEL 

RATING 

Task A Task B 

Task C 

Task A Task B 

Task C 

Task A Task B 

Task C 

Type 1 0 0 0 100 100 200 

Type 2 0 60 0 160 100 260 

Type 3 60 120 60 220 160 320 

Type 4 0 250 0 350 100 450 

Type 5 60 320 60 420 160 520 

Flyer Rating Experienced 

F3B flyer with 

proven ability 

- Potential 

place-getter.  

 Less 

experienced 

- "Rarely" 

gets a place.  

 Inexperienced. 

- Never flown 

F3B - Little 

thermal 

experience  
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1983-84 Membership – 105 Members 

1984 - 85 
The Committee 

President  Des Bayliss   Secretary  Peter Briggs 

Treasurer  Ralph Learmont     & Terry Bourke 

Editor   Cameron Dyson  Property Officer Ian Cole 

Contest Director Geoff Vincent   R.C.M.C. Del.  Geoff Moore 

     "          "  Ralph Learmont  Public Officer  Des Bayliss 

VARMS INCORPORATED. 
At the A.G.M. VARMS voted to become Incorporated on 18 June 1984 (Reg, No. A0001504U), 

(ASP149/1984). 

 

and 

 

Life Membership was awarded to 

 

Ralph Learmont. 

 

 

This copy of Aspectivity also contained notice of a VARMS Aggregate Championship to run for 

the year.  The Championship was to cover a wide range of Flat-field as well as Slope events, with 

all pilots to be 'Rated' under a handicap system. 

The general range of competitions was as follows: 

13 VARMS competitions (6 Flat-field & 7 Slope) 

2 VMAA Competitions (State F3B/Thermal and Slope Championships) 

2 L.S.F. competition at Jerilderie (2M & Open class) 

1 Bendigo Scale Day as a flat-field competition 

1 Camperdown Slope weekend as a scale competition (optional) 

19 Competitions in total with a maximum of 10 to count with the following breakdown of 

competition types: Flat-field  Slope 

   F3B   Aerobatics 

   2 Metre  Pylon (Std.) 

   30 Minute Agg. Pylon (Long distance) 

   Un-limited class 2 Function (R & E) 

   X -Country  X-Country 

   Scale   Scale 

      Limbo 
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Asp. 152/Sep. '84 - A letter from our "Canberra correspondent" Peter Mather (Past President), who 

recently moved to Canberra, and gives us some insight into R/C activities in the Nation's capital; 

 Is there life in Canberra?  This vital question was uppermost in my mind once the business 

of moving home and family was reasonably in hand.  The answer is yes and no.  There are three 

model clubs in Canberra, but all seem to be exclusively power oriented with little room for glider 

activities.  The only real model shop, Hobby Shack, is run by a sailplane enthusiast and LSF 

member, Ray Murray, but there seems to be little glider activity here at present.  It's a little 

puzzling, as the area seems ideal for slope or thermal. 

 I have located several good sites so far, including a Westerfolds-sized mowed field within 5 

minutes of home; Mt. Rogers is directly behind the house, and a 10 minute walk gives access to 

gentle slopes in all directions but West and a 20 minute drive takes us to Mt. Taylor - over 600 ft. 

high, with a walking path to the top.  The lift off Mt. Taylor is probably better than Mt. Hollowback, 

but the summit is very rocky.  I have flown all of these sites and they are all quite flyable.  What I 

really miss is the company. 

 For the first time ever I have a proper workshop in the house, and the Sagitta XC is now on 

the building board - hoping for completion for the Wangaratta cross country in November, so we 

may see some of you there, and at Jerilderie next Year. 

 

October 1984 - The following document addressed to the VMAA and copied to   

   concerned clubs has been retrieved from the files of the    

   Corangamite Model Aircraft Club and is very relevant to the time  

   period on a very sensitive issue, being the height at which model   

   aircraft may be flown at  various locations. 

 

Mr R. B. Hyde ((VMAA), 

 I refer to your letter dated 24 September 1984 in which you request that certain fields be 

 listed as Model Aircraft Flying Areas and be granted extended height clearances. 

 

 The following fields are approved as Model Aircraft Flying Areas with clearances as 

 follows : 

1. Corangamite Model Aircraft Club (Camperdown) - Field C (Kemptons farm) –  

  143˚ 9.5’E, 38˚ 10’.  Clearance : 1000’ AGL, ½ nautical mile radius. 

 

 Corangamite, Camperdown, Racecourse – 
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 143 9’E, 38 15’S. 

 Clearance : 1000’ AGL, ½ nm radius. 

 

 Lake Bullen Merri, Camperdown – 38˚ 20’S, 143˚ 7’E 

 Clearance : 1000’ AGL ½ nm radius. 

 
2. Echuca – Moama Club. 

 Flying Field reference - 144˚ 39’E, 36˚ 8’S. 

 An extended clearance cannot be granted due to the close proximity of the Echuca low level 

 training area. 

 

3. Victorian Association of Radio Model Soaring Inc. 

  (a)  Metropolitan Sites 

  These sites cannot be considered for extended height clearance due to their close  

  proximity to the Melbourne control zone, controlled airspace, VFR approach points 

  or to high traffic density routes. 

 

  (b)  Country Sites 

  Mt Hollowback, Creswick – 37˚ 21’S, 143˚ 50’E 

  Clearance : 1000’ AGL, ½ nm radius. 

 

  Toolern Vale – 37˚ 37’S, 144˚ 37’E 

  Clearance : 500’ AGL, ½ nm radius 

 

  Mt Shamrock, Pakenham - 38˚ 1’S, 145˚ 30’E 

  Clearance : 1000 AGL, ½ nm radius 

 

  Kerrie Brae, Yarragon – 38˚ 16’S, 146˚ 2’E 

  Clearance : 1000’ AGL, ½ nm radius. 

 

  High Plains, Bacchus Marsh (North) – 37˚ 41’S, 144˚ 22’E 

  Clearance : 500’ AGL, 1.2 nm radius. 

 

  High Plains, Bacchus Marsh (South) – 37˚ 43’S, 144˚ 22’E 

  Extended height clearance cannot be approved due to the close proximity of the  

  Bacchus Marsh circuit area. 

 

  Rockbank (Leake’s Rd.) – 37˚ 40’S, 144˚ 39’E 

  Extended clearance cannot be granted due to this location being within the  

  Melbourne Control Zone. 

 

  Beveridge (Mt. Fraser) – 38˚ 28’S, 144˚ 59’E 

  Extended clearance cannot be granted due to close proximity to controlled airspace 

  and VFR approach point. 

 

  Ovens Valley Model Aero Club 

  Field A – 146˚ 41’E, 36˚ 36’S 

  Clearance : 1000’ AGL, ½ nm radius. 

  Field B – 146˚ 38’E, 36˚ 27’S 

  Clearance : 1000’ AGL, ½ nm radius. 

  Field C – 146˚ 46’E, 36˚ 34’S 

  Clearance : 1000 AGL, ½ nm radius 
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Please note that all radio controlled model aircraft must be operated below 300 feet AGL when 

manned aircraft are transitting any of the above flying fields. 

 

All other requirements of ANO 95.21 are to be met. 

 

M. Vaughan 

For Regional Director 

Department of Aviation 

 

Footnote: Whilst some elements of officialdom are seen to be quite dry and unfeeling, the  

  following example for a similar letter one month earlier drew an appropriate  

  response: 

 

  XXXXXXXX Aeromodellers (Mildura) 

  Field B – 30 2’S, 142 21’E 

  I suspect that this latitude is incorrect since this co-ordinate refers to a location some 

  130 nautical miles North East of Broken Hill. 

 

 

December 1984 saw the introduction of the Southern Sailplane's "Sports Ricochet". 

 

Asp. 154/Nov.1984 gave notice of a scheduled inaugural Thermal fun-fly on 1 December at the new 

Cathies Lane flying site complete with B-B-Q and much socialising.  Also in the same magazine 

was the following “introduction” to the new flying site!!! 

 

Cathies Lane Flying Site 

 O.K., this is IT!  After a lot of thinking, talking, raining, negotiating, etc. etc., the Cathies 

Lane flying site is now all go.  The car park has just about dried up, all the gate/lock/key problems 

are sorted out, and it looks like being a great flying site.  Naturally there are a set of rules to be 

adhered to as regards use of the site; some are in black and white, some common sense, but all 

VARMS (Inc.) members and their guests must treat all the following conditions as mandatory when 

using Cathies Lane: 

 1. Before using the site, notice must be given of your intent to fly there by phoning the 

Park Ranger on 561 4776 (all pilots are requested to phone, not just one of a group of 20 – the 

sooner the Ranger gets sick of us ringing the sooner he’s likely to drop the rule!). 

 2. No strangers have permission to use the car park, only members of VARMS and 

their invited guests may do so. 

 3. Always lock gates behind you (see last issue of Aspectivity for details on obtaining 

keys), gates must never be left unlocked, even when flying at the site. 

 4. Any power fliers or person not associated with VARMS must be requested to leave 

the flying site if they are flying there or attempting to enter – it is our responsibility to ensure 

strangers don’t enter the field. 

 5. All flying must take place above the field only, and persons acting in a dangerous 

manner will be requested to stop doing so and/or asked to leave. 

 6. No open fires to be lit on the site (Gas or electric barbeques allowed for the Dec. 1 

“Christening”.) 

 7. No cars to be driven onto the field. 

 8. No litter to be left on the field. 

Note: Only by following these rules can VARMS be ensured of keeping this site, so if you see 

someone step out of line, DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT (even if it means contacting the Ranger). 
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LOCATION The field is situated at the south-west corner of the intersection of High Street Road 

and Cathies Lane, Melways map reference 72: D-2 (the one with the proposed Scoresby freeway 

right through it!!)  The diagram on the next page shows the basic setup and please note the fence is  

 

ELECTRIFIED.  (Good for fast-charging ni-cads). 

That’s about all that can be said really, so enjoy the new site and let us know what you think of it. 

(Compiler’s comment:  The membership must have liked the location as the club has remained 

there for more than 20 years 
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The following poem is ‘borrowed’ from a 1984/85 LSF Newsletter and should be shared 
with the wider glider community because it has such a very “familiar” ring to it!! 
 

BLANKETY BLANK’S GLIDER (With apologies to Banjo) 

( INSERT Name as appropriate) 

T’was ---- ---- from down our way, that caught the gliding craze, 

He set aside his golf clubs, that he’d played with for many days, 

He got dressed up in fancy duds, resplendent to be seen, 

Then from the Hobby shop, he bought a graceful machine, 

And as he carried it through the door, with a gleam in his eye, 

The knowing shop assistant said “Excuse me, can you fly?” 

 

“Wait on young man”, said ---- ---- “I’d reckon you could see.” 

“From SSL to Heathcote League, there’s none can fly like me.” 

“Why I can fly just anything as everybody knows, 

Although I’m not one to talk, I hate a man that blows, 

But flying is my special bent, my greatest sole delight, 

And when I get this beauty home, I’ll have it in full flight.” 

 

“There’s nothing made from foam and glue, and solar film and wood, 

There’s nothing made too big or small, too badly built or good, 

But what I’ll throw it in the air, and make it glide and soar, 

Then loop and roll and turn around, all this and so much more, 

There’s not a plane that I can’t fly, and bring it back to land, 

There’s not a glider in the sky, that what I’ll make look grand.” 

 

T’was ---- ---- from down our way, that headed off home, 

He rigged his brand new sailplane, and then commenced to roam, 

With his Tranny in his left hand, and Bungee in his right, 

He headed for the paddocks and came to the flying site, 

He put his glider on the ground and pegged his Bungee there, 

Then hooked it on, stretched it back, and threw it in the air. 

 

It shaved the ground by half an inch, it swooped and stalled and weaved, 

And all the pilots standing round, knew they’d been deceived, 

It pushed its nose toward the sky in vertical ascent, 

Then flapped its wings and twisted, with its wing dowel slightly bent, 

Then CRACK it went and something broke, it was a SHOCKING sound, 

And in many pieces, headed back towards the ground. 

 

T’was ---- ---- from down our way, that walked home with the bits, 

And as went he told himself “That definitely, is IT, 

No good flying these monsters, when they swoop and dive and stall, 

I think I’ll give his gliding game, a big miss after all.” 

And so upon the fire placed, the pile of bits you see, 

Then said “Hence forth, my golf clubs, will do for me.” 

 

         DAVO 
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Asp. 155/December 1984 reports the regaining of the use of Glenfern Rd. slope site. 

 

38th Nationals at Mandurah W.A., 1984/85,: 

F3B  1. Ray Datodi 2. John Haren 3. W Kullack(A Jnr.) 

Thermal 1. John Haren 2. P Dowding 3. P Dowding 

2 Metre 1. E Outtrim 2. T Smith 3. S Clydesdale (All Juniors) 

 

January/February 1985 Airborne Number 67 in MAAA News reflected the following:- 

The MAAA has accepted and designated as the Australian Slope Rules, a recommendation from 

the VMAA, being, that the competition consists of two elements: Aerobatics and Pylon, and that a 

minimum of 2 Rounds must be flown to constitute a valid competition.  Other very specific 

guidelines and rules/regulations were also promulgated at the time. 

(Compiler’s Note- As at 2010, in Victoria, the State Championships consisted of only the 

Aerobatics segment which has been varied only slightly from the original rules.) 

 

February 1985 – in Aspectivity 156 the following item about another VARMS site is noted. 

RENTAL OF HALLAM ROAD SITE SUSPENDED 

 For the following reasons the payment for the use of Hallam Road has been suspended.  

Currently the access to this site has been locked for several months without the provision of a key to 

VARMS.  The use of this area as agistment has also caused a severe lowering of its feasibility as a 

flying site.  Consequently payment for the use of the area has lapsed. 

 We now have to seriously assess the cost versus the use and value of this site.  As we remain 

on friendly terms with the owners the rental can be renewed, however, we have no guarantees that 

the service given or concern on our behalf will show any improvement as the control of the area is 

haphazard to say the least. 

 If this rental is to be renewed we need firm statements as to its probable usage and value to 

validate the cost of rental and mowing. 

The Committee 

(The Hallam Road site was located on the east side of Hallam Rd, Hallam, south of the Princes 

Hwy and immediately north of the main Gippsland railway line.) 

 

Asp. 158/April '85 – contained the following article that is still extremely relevant 20 years on, and 

of course is very relevant to what was happening at that point in time. 

IN THE BEGINNING 

 Over the past six or so months, there has been a flood (comparatively! of new members into 

VARMS – mostly people who are new to radio controlled sailplanes.  This has presented a bit of a 

problem, in that these new members are often at a loose end as to what sort of plane/radios to 

purchase, and how to go about learning to fly.  What I want to do here is give a brief outline of how 

you COULD go about surviving your infant life as an R/C pilot; note these are my own opinions – 

others may disagree on some points. 

 The first step is, basically, to purchase a trainer type sailplane and some radio gear: 

AIRCRAFT 

 This is a fairly open-and-shut case:  you will need a simple BALSA WOOD glider, built up 

construction, of approximately 2 metre wingspan.  Balsawood construction (or rather wood – balsa, 

ply etc.), is important; ready-to-fly fibreglass, foam veneer, or plastic gliders may hold initial appeal 

but the novelty wears off when you have to repair one of these exotic materials (you WILL have to 

repair it eventually).  There is the option of buying ready-built or second hand aircraft of suitable 

construction – however this isn’t very practical from the point of view of understanding the 

aircraft’s construction should you need to repair it at some time.  (of course, if you have the money 

but not the time, this is the way to go). 

 2 metre is about ideal – any smaller will be too twitchy to fly, any bigger will be too prone 

to damage in rough landings. 
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TYPICAL TRAINER 

 
 

 Typical trainer, note: “Open” wing structure, polyhedral (desirable but not essential), wings 

rubber-banded on, rudder/elevator control only (ESSENTIAL), - 2 metre span, all wood 

construction, low mounted tailplane. 

 

RADIO 

 This is where there’s a big choice; dependant on how fat your wallet is. 

 In terms of gliders, you won’t need more than 4 control functions for a couple of years, so 

draw the limit there, however 2 functions is perfectly adequate for your first 2 or 3 aircraft at least 

(and will always be used for some aircraft).  Next is batteries – rechargeable (nickel-cadmium) ni-

cads are more economical in the long run, however dry-cells will do for learning to fly if your 

budget is restricted. 

 Radios also come with the offer of trillions of optional extras such as servo-reversing, 

adjustable rates and end-points, mixers etc, etc.  Of these, rates are the only one likely to be useful 

to the beginner – servo reversing sounds useful but is a potential hazard (if you take off with your 

“wires crossed”!)  Basically, none of these options are really necessary on your first radio, but if 

you have the money lash out if you must! 

 Recommended Trainer Aircraft: 

Aeroflyte – “Trident”, “Super Trident”, 

Bridi – “Soar Birdy”, 

Pilot – “QB1800, QB2500”, 

Goldberg – “Gentle Lady”. 

 These are all gentle aircraft to fly, others (e.g. “Metrick”) are still suitable trainers but are a 

lot faster and more responsive – designed for competition). 

 Average price $40 – 80. 

  

Recommended Radios. 

 “J. R.” (Japanese Radio) and “Futaba” are the two most common and reliable radios used in 

VARMS – “Kraft” is excellent quality but you pay for quality. 

 Prices: 2 ch/2 servo/dry cells - $100-120 

  up to 4 ch/4 servo/nicads - $250-300 

  (for JR/Futaba etc.) 
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 Learning To Fly 

  GET AN EXPERIENCED PILOT TO TEACH YOU !! 

 What Next ? 

 Having developed an impressive mastery over your now well-thrashed trainer, you will no 

doubt want to run out and buy a ¼ scale Kestrel with flaps, ailerons, spoilers, rudder, elevator, 

retracting wheel, ejectable water ballast and working instruments.  Yes, well I’d like one of those 

too but ..... 

 So, after your trainer you will be looking to move onto something of higher performance – 

the best choice here is a ‘slick’ all-round model which can also introduce you to some serious slope 

flying.  There are a vast number of aircraft which could fill this gap, including some of the more 

high technology aircraft.  (I have found a Southern Sailplanes “Sunbird” to be an excellent second 

model). 

 Then, after learning how to fly this slightly slipperier glider, you can either go for a high-

tech thermaller, an aerobatic sloper, or even a very simple scale aircraft if such is your desire.  

Anyway, by the time you reach this stage I’m sure you’ll know exactly what you want, so I’ll leave 

the rest to you. 

 Remember:  Never be afraid to seek assistance – it’s the ONLY way to learn.  (and cheaper). 

(Probable author, Editor, Cameron Dyson) 

 

12 May 1985 - First recorded competition at Cathies Lane, "5 in 40" Thermal Competition. 

(Competition style was probably to achieve a total of 40 minutes flight time from 5 flights, with a 

max of 10 minutes for any one flight), Results:- 

C Dyson  1 4880  2M Challenger 

L Nagy  2 4561  2M Metrick 

R Learmont  3 4406  OD (Poss. new Prelude trainer) 

 

June means L.S.F. at Jerilderie for the Annual tournament, placings were: 

1. Mike O’Reilly(S.A.) 2. Steve Weissner (N.S.W.) 3. Leo O’Reilly (S.A.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1984-85 Membership – 97 Members 
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1985 - 86 
The Committee 

President  Des Bayliss   Secretary  Terry Bourke 

Treasurer  Trevor De Haan  Editor   Cliff Fiddes 

Contest Director Ralph Learmont  Property Officer Ian Cole 

R.C.M.C. Delegate Geoff Moore 

Aspectivity 161 of July '85 makes mention of some members expressing interest in a R/C Hand 

Launch Glider competition.  To go with this suggestion, the following is extracted from Aspectivity 

168/March 1986: 

Dear Editor, 

 I seem to recall someone mentioning something about an R/C hand-launch competition.  

Whilst looking through some magazines, I found the following in RCM&E’s “Soaring Scene”, 

March 1985. 

HAND LAUNCH GLIDER CONTEST RULES. 
 We now have a set of rules for Hand-Launch Gliders.  As yet it’s impossible to say 
how good they are, but at least they look reasonable and are not restrictive with regard to 
the model specification.  The wording of the official rules may be a little different, but the 
following are taken from my notes and the agenda: 
1. Hand-Launch gliders to be defined as any glider launched solely by hand. 
2. The best 4 flights out of a maximum of 10 official flights to count as the final score. 
3. In the event of a tie the next highest score to count. 
4. Any flight over 5 seconds to count as an official flight. 
5. The pilot must also be the launcher. 
6. After being handed his transmitter and having switched on the transmitter and receiver, 
the competitor will be given a maximum of 3 minutes in which to make his launch. 
7. A maximum flight of 3 minutes to be allowed after which the model must be landed as 
soon as possible within the landing area. 
8. Any landing outside the landing area to count as zero. 
9. After making one official flight the pilot must offer the frequency peg to the next 
competitor waiting on that frequency, if however there is no one waiting to fly on that 
particular frequency, he may carry on to make any number or all of his flights. 
10. Flights to take place during periods designated by the Contest Director. 
11. The flying area to be defined as a 25-metre radius take-off circle and a 50-metre radius 
concentric landing circle to be marked at the centre by a flag or similar fixed indication. 

 
 From a design viewpoint rules are the unrestricted size and weight of the glider, the pilot 

being the launcher and the 50-metre radius landing circle.  The weight can be adjusted to suit the 

flyers throwing capabilities.  The model will need a section that will also penetrate, not just for the 

launch but for the upwind leg back to the landing area.  It’s going to be interesting to see how 

people play off height and time against the landing requirement.  It looks like being fun.  Where 

have the sketch pad and the weight training gear got to I wonder? 

 If enough interest is shown, this could be a great fun event at any VARMS gathering.  Many 

of the 2m designs flying these days can achieve a reasonable time from a hand launch, in fact it 

wouldn’t be too hard to build a 1 – 1.5m ship just for this purpose.  1.2m sounds good, that’s a 4’ 

length of balsa with no waste.  Cheap to build, easy to slip into the car and take to picnics etc.  

Perhaps a 2/3-size Orange Box or Soar Birdy? 

 This sort of plane appeals to me, especially because I can carry it on the back of my 

motorcycle ! 

 See you on the field .... 

    Steve Kerry 
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Aspectivity 165, November 1985 reports membership numbers at 100 plus, and also provides a 

poem ....... 

The Troubles and Plights of Slope Soaring 

On the top of Mt. Shamrock 

In a south easterly breeze, 

I lost my poor Ridge Rat 

When somebody sneezed, 

It looped and it rolled 

Right down to the ground, 

And then my Ridge Rat 

Was nowhere to be found, 

I ran to the crash site 

But with no avail, 

For all I could see was 

The Ridge Rat's smashed tail, 

I picked up the pieces 

I took'em home in three bags, 

Saying "sometimes this flying 

does have its snags", 

I'm building another 

I'm starting anew, 

I'll give it a good paint job 

And call it RAT 2. 

       by Lisa Fiddes 

 

 

8 – 14 December 1985 - The FIRST International Cross Country / F3H 

Pretoria – South Africa 

5 Tasks ….. 1 - 20.7Kms 2 - 42.4Kms 3 - 44.5Kms 4 - 54.7Kms 5 - 42.4Kms 

1. Larry Jolly 4999  2. Charles Rudnik 3887  3. Frikkie Roos 2827  

Sadly, only two International entrants competed (one only being identified), all other contestants 

were either from South Africa or neighbouring African countries.  Scott Christensen USA/LSF 001 

& Don Pruss USA/LSF 004 were both booked for this event, but at the last minute were unable to 

attend. 

 

Asp.166/December 1985 carries an advertisement introducing the latest creation from Southern 

Sailplanes, the Prelude", 2 channel Thermal trainer (Mk1 wing). 

Same magazine contains an invitation from the L.V.M.A.C. to a X-country(probably the first of 

many "Cairnbrook Capers"). 

 

39th Nationals for 1985/86 at Wangaratta, Vic.: 

(The FIRST for X-country at the Nationals) 

X-Country 1. Trevor DeHaan 3. Peter Mather 4. John Berry 

F3B  1. Peter Abell  2. Mike O'Reilly 3. Phil Bird 

Thermal 1. Mike O'Reilly 2. Peter Abell  3. Eddie Smith 

 

CAMPERDOWN SCALE/FUN FLY-IN '86 

 This weekend has been widely publicized for several months and had a lot to live up to - 

what with rumours of hordes of 1/4 scale gliders, promises of great lift etc, etc.  Well, by the end of 

the long weekend I'm sure there were many people who had just experienced one of the most 

enjoyable flying meetings ever.  Camperdown really does have it all; great flying sites, a convenient 

caravan park within walking distance, good pubs, and so, far great weather and booming lift.  What 
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more could you want? 

 Anyway, a lot of people decided to cruise on down to Camperdown this year, to the extent 

that on Saturday and Sunday there were perhaps thirty models parked in the pits at any one time.  

Obviously this type of event holds a lot more appeal for the majority than high-tech comps.  Of this 

large gaggle of gliders, nearly half were scale or semi-scale; some of which were:- Kestrels, T-46, 

Grunau Babys (Babies), Kirby Kadets, BAC Hawks, Olympia, DG-100, Cirrus's (Cirrusi ?), Ask-

13, Sperber Junior, Baby Bowlus (?) and many more!  There were more than 10 quarter scale 

aircraft there as promised, and it was hard not to be impressed by the work which goes into such 

aircraft.  Oh yeah, there was also a Diamant 18 being flown by one hairy President - now an 

accomplished aileron man! 

 As for actual flying, it was usually a case of about 10 planes continually airborne for most of 

the day, with an hour or so each day set aside exclusively for the "Scalies".  The results of the 

informal scale competition were: 

Best Aircraft:  1/4 scale Slingsby T-46 (Doug Anderson) 

Best Flying Aircraft: 1/4 scale ASK-13 (John Gottschalk). 

 These two aircraft represent enough hours to put the less patient of us to shame; but the 

rewards are obviously enormous.  All in all the weekend was a booming success, providing great 

flying as well as a chance to socialise and just talk planes - a great way to start 1986. 

 Although the Camperdown weekend is an annual recurring event, much of the success for 

this year is due to the efforts of Colin Collyer in pushing very firmly for wider and more emphatic 

advertising of same, well done Col., let’s try for some more Claytons next year.   

 Cameron Dyson (Aspectivity 167, February 1986) 
 
Aspectivity 169. April ’86 issued the following invitation to the membership at large:- 
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.... also from Aspectivity 169 .... 

 

‘THE GREAT CAIRNBROOK CAPER’  reporter   Terry Bourke 
22

nd
 – 23

rd
 February 1986 

 Better known as the “Latrobe Valley Cross Country’, this 

event was held in the Glengarry area near Traralgon at Cairnbrook 

farm in the Latrobe Valley.  This was a two day event hosted by 

the local club (L.V.M.A.C.) and run by local glider guru Graeme 

Blackman. 

 Early drizzle greeted our miraculous arrival (i.e. no map) at 

the base field about 9.am as did the familiar faces of John Berry, 

Trevor DeHaan, Max Haysom & wife, Graeme Blackman, Don Ash & Les 

Cleeland(PARCS) as well as the local flyers all setting up for the 

event.  The field was very impressive being about 1 Km square with 

a 300 x 50 metre mown strip for the launches and we were keen to 

get started, but this was difficult due to the rain which luckily 

cleared in about ten minutes, and we were soon underway. 

 Everyone was divided into four teams after which Graeme set 

an unlimited distance task in the light southerly.  Lots of 

launches ensued but no impressive flights until Don Ash with his 

Apollo got away at great height to be followed 5 minutes later by 

John Berry at even greater height with the XC Sagitta, and as they 

disappeared down the road the remaining teams kept on trying until 

working time ran out and anxiously waited for the two teams to 

come back: results, Don Ash 10K, with John Berry 17K who, during 

landing, fell out of the car, fortunately not seriously injured. 

 After lunch the task set was a 24K circuit with the first leg 

being downwind.  (That was the easy bit).  Everyone relaxed a bit 

and only Kevin Lewis flying his Aquila (our team) and Graeme 

Blackman (locals) flying his refurbished Apollo put in good 

flights of 5 & 6 Ks respectively, before conditions became 

difficult due to strong south westerly winds in which only Ralph 

Learmont (aided by a brilliant launch) flying his Thermal Ricochet 

managed to suss out and put in a very well flown 7.5K. 

 With the important bit done we headed for Graeme’s place at 

Tyers (No, not the ones on your car), for a BOOZE UP B.B.Q. hosted 

by LVMAC which was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone. 

 Sunday dawned fine & sunny with a few puffy Cumulus and a 

light south-westerly breeze.  The task was 2K upwind, 4K downwind 

with 2K upwind return to the base field.  Even with such good 

conditions big thermals were hard to find and many attempts were 

made without much success.  Graeme Blackman took the lead briefly 

to land 20 metres short of the gate.  But it was Don Ash who got 

big lift and worked it well to great height to get around with 

about 2000 feet to spare and decided to do his 1 hour LSF thermal 

flight which he managed easily although his Apollo had to be 

thawed out before his next flight.  I managed 6K this round, so 

once again Don, Ralph & Les Cleeland won the round. 

 After lunch, Don, Ralph and Les looked like favourites but as 

everyone was out to beat them the wind had other ideas and 

promptly increased strength and moved around for the afternoon 

task which was 2K upwind, 6K downwind & 4K back to the field. 
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 As the thermals became fewer and further between, so did the 

successful flights with Trevor, myself, Don and a few others 

managing about 3.5K until Bob (sorry, forgot your second name) 

from LVMAC thermalled for about ten minutes before heading off and 

completing the course at about 2000 feet with his 12 ft. Apollo 

(see, very small); a great effort!  After this the wind blew even 

harder with no one managing to better their previous scores. 

 With all the results in at 4.00, it was Don, Ralph & Les who 

emerged winners, followed for 2
nd
 by John Berry, Max Haysom & wife 

& Trevor DeHaan, 3
rd
 was Fred Baxter, Graeme Blackman & Bob ...?, 

with Kevin Lewis, David Finlay & wife from Sale, Cameron Dyson 

(not flying) and myself coming 4
th
, (sounds better than last!).  

Best average went to Don Ash who received a kit for his efforts, 

well done! 

 Congratulations must go to Graeme Blackman for a top rate 

comp at a perfect venue and excellently run, and to all the LVMAC 

members who helped tirelessly all weekend and put on a great Barby 

(hic). 

Special thanks must go to David Finlay & his wife from Sale who 

joined our team and assisted us greatly. 

See you ALL next year !!!!! 

 

 

Asp. 170/May 1986 reports the closure of Glenfern Rd. yet again, not because of any 

misdemeanour, just the owner wishing to retain his privacy. 

 

Scale Competition – 1986 

 This competition was held in two parts, the static at our last General Meeting, 9 May  and 

the flying segment nearly two weeks later at RAAF Laverton, 18 May. 

 The Static display was very impressive with 11 entries from 7 members.  As to be expected 

the standard of workmanship, attention to detail and appropriate documentation were all of a very 

high order. 

 Unfortunately the flying side of things was marred by heavy winds and only three entries 

were successful in completing this aspect of the event, a fourth model was returned to earth shortly 

and very un-ceremoniously after launch with wing failure. 

RESULTS:  Model   Static + Flying = Total 

John Gottschalk ASK-13  105  92  197 

Doug Anderson Slingsby T-46  115  69  186 

Col Collyer  Sperber Junior     97  70.5  167.5 

Frank Smith  SG-38   102  -  102 

Col Collyer  Baby Bowlas    97  -    97 

John Lee  Schweizer TG-2   93  -    93 

Frank Smith  DFS Habicht     93  -    93 

Brian Spencer  DG-100     85  -    85 

Geoff Hearn  Kirby Kadet     83  -    83 

Frank Smith  Grunau Baby    80  -    80 

Geoff Hearn  Slingsby Prefect   80  -    80 

 

 

 

1985-86 Membership – 139 Members 
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1986 - 87 
The Committee 

President  Tim Morland   Secretary  Brian Spencer 

Treasurer  Trevor De Haan  Editor   Cliff Fiddes 

Contest Director Barry Nugent   Property Officer Tim Hughes 

Asst. C. D.  Peter Cossins   Expo Coordinator Jim Robertson 

Aspectivity 173 August '86 reports the demise of the Radio Control Management Committee 

(R.C.M.C.), a sub-committee of the VMAA with appropriate re-structuring to be taken to absorb its 

functions. 

 

TOWLINE AEROBATICS COMPETITION   by Des Bayliss 

CATHIES LANE, 27 JULY 1986    Past P. 

         Ordinary member, 
         2nd Assistant to Editor 

 Comp day dawned with barely a sniffle of a North-wester, not the promised 

South-westerly , an overcast sky and none of the frigidity experienced earlier in 

the week.  On arriving at Cathies Lane (have you ever wondered who Cathie was?), 

Pres. Tim (the new one) and Graham Sullivan were hard at work – a clear case of 

drain the swamp and let the alligators look after themselves.  A system to keep 

cars clear of the soggiest areas worked well and kept problems to a minimum, 

that is until one gent who should remain nameless (about Editor type, shape & 

height) put BOTH wheels in the Telecom ditch.  A clean lift for the and jerk on 

each wheel and he was free to go and re-charge some batteries. 

 A briefing just after 1.00 informed the gathered throng (eventually 18 

contestants) of requirements – 7 aerobatic manoeuvres in 15 minutes, two pilots 

alternating turns at all times.  The first round was slowish as most were a little 

cautious about low-level tricks.  Most aileron models were well driven and coped 

although not without some drama at times with the R & E types not too far 

behind.  The overall speed of the slope-oriented beasties provided some nice long 

low landing glides and slides.  The end of the first round saw a group of four 

headed by Tim Morland (seen earlier practising rolls on the towline) clear of the 

rest of the field. 

 The second round commenced with the tempo increased because of the 

requirement to complete all manoeuvres in three flights.  This produced the 

situation of aerobatics in ‘streams’ rather than the previous ‘execute and pause’ 

routine.  The leading group of four stayed in front of the field with the more 

consistent ones taking the points that resulted in a tie for first twixt Cliff Fiddes 

and Mark Barber, then Graham (dig-dig) Sullivan with Tim Morland third (be nice 

to committee week of course).  (Further scores in the competition results section). 

 Highlights were many, in the air as well as in the car park.  Quite a lot of 

excellent manoeuvres were performed by the ‘beasties’, even more so at times 
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when the digits and grey matter either went different directions or actuated at 

different times – aerobatics seems a lot different without that big safety net 

underneath.  A flick roll AND V. L. is not in the purist style but at low-level is 

passable – it is mandatory to get off the towline prior to aerobatics if you want to 

score well – don’t fly behind trees because the judges can’t see the model either – 

a landing pattern should result in a landing, not an ‘arrival’ or a majestic ‘flypast’ 

– and the tail should not fall off. 

 Special mentions; Michael Fiddes displayed a seasoned approach to the 

game with the best R & E performance for the day in finishing 5th. 

Thanks to Geoff. Moore, Trevor DeHaan & Graham Sullivan whose winches were 

used exclusively throughout the day, it took a lot of grunt to supply launches for 

about 130 flights just for the competition. 

To Barry Nugent as the new C. D. for a well co-ordinated safari, 

To a solid group of members out to try a relatively new style of procedure, and to 

the common-sense approach to ensure that everybody got out of the swamp, 

(The Ranger has promised further action on this), and just thanks in general to 

everybody for a great day. 

 Downers: keep the small gate to the main paddock closed (not necessarily 

locked) at all times – ensure radio transmitter is really OFF when not in use – at 

ALL Sites ‘suss’ out the general flying and landing areas and keep clear, this 

should also apply to launching areas, judges and contestants doing actual flying 

to keep distraction to a minimum. 

 This contest was run as a non-handicap event but results will be used in 

assessing future rating system. 

*** 
The same magazine records the passing of Colin Collyer’s four-footed companion and “Chief 

Launching Assistant.” 

 

VALE TINA 

Very hairy and a trifle fat, 

Very definitely not a cat, 

Would mostly shuffle, but could always run, 

Whenever she sighted her version of fun. 

“Launching”, is a ball you see, 

“They couldn’t do it without me”, 

Always signalled that initial flight, 

Vocalising with all her might. 

“Fly it proper” she seemed to say, 

Having helped, she’d then go “way, 

But would return when flight was ended, 

Quietly checking that nought was bended. 

If all was good and flight well done, 
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She’d quietly sit to await more fun, 

But if a re-launch did look “go”, 

She’d be under the feet to let you know. 

Not to hinder, only help, 

Said so, usually, with a great yelp, 

Liked the people and the games they played, 

Probably why she always stayed, 

Very close to model and master, 

Got back into the action so much faster. 

A gentle, sociable lady this, 

Always on for a cuddle and kiss, 

A friend to all, disliked by none, 

But truly affectionate to only one. 

Now she roams the skies above, 

Plying long-gone modellers with her love. 

Keeping the launches straight and true, 

Just as we knew she’d always do. 

What they’ll make of her – HEAVEN knows, 

It’s our loss – her absence shows. 
 

THE FIRST EXPO 
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20 & 21 September 1986 - Inaugural VARMS EXPO held at Waverley High School, Cnr. 

Huntingdale & Waverley Rds., the following report is taken from Aspectivity 175, October 1986. 

"THE EXPO" 

 Now that the dust has settled, the pain subsided (a little) and some recovery has been made 

from the weariness, it is worth reviewing at least the physical action of the "Expo".  This article 

goes to print prior to a full wash-up so no firm stats are to hand. 

 The VARMS Expo sub-committee descended on the Waverley High School late Friday 

afternoon, a quick dispersal of seats and benches to set the basic layout, then it was into the serious 

stuff of overhead rigging and numerous other tasks as the numbers of other exhibitors rose from a 

steady trickle to a veritable torrent.  By late evening the first signs of a real "go Expo" were starting 

to show and some semblance of order overtook the already glittering array of models.  The wee 

hours of the morning saw the VARMS stand in reasonable order then it was to a short nervous 

sleep. 

 The morning brought more people and more problems and frantic activity to finish last 

minute details.  At precisely 9.55 the first paying customer opened a slightly undermanned EXPO 

'86 and it was on.  A light but steady stream of people all day guaranteed at least a covering of 

initial expenditure and sufficient interest to make the enterprise a viable proposition.  The flying 

display (Helicopters courtesy of MARCS members) endured two prangs through stripped gearing in 

providing some airborne excitement for the day. 

 As anticipated, some problems were encountered with car parking but this was only an 

occasional headache among many.  A quiet night was spent by the baby-sitters (and video watchers) 

and Sunday arrived with very dubious weather very close to hand.  Early showers cleared to a 

mostly overcast day and again the public jumped the gun and commenced stall wandering very 

early.  In occasionally sunny and blustery conditions another flying display by choppers & gliders 

provided excellent entertainment for the crowd as did the static display of full-size gliders from the 

Benalla club.  The visitors to the expo numbered 738 & 814 approx. for each of the days and 

ensured a high degree of success for the whole show. 

 The real success of the Expo belongs to all of those who helped make it happen, those 

willing to exhibit, either clubs or trade, the crew who helped set up and put it all into place, those 

helping to maintain its operation over the two days, and finally the ones who helped to clear away 

models, furniture and rubbish after it was all over.  Several special mentions; for those who 

provided their models for the display, a friend at Hewlett Packard for very classy model 

identification, the ladies who did the numbering and certificates, and a very well-known club 

member who keeps us constantly supplied with very professional sign writing. 

 Our thanks also go to the media who helped advertise the Expo, especially the Waverley 

Gazette for front page coverage, and finally to the Waverley High School for all the help and 

provision of their Hall. 

Acknowledgements to Exhibitors: 

Clubs        Trade 

 Racing Model Road Club VIC,   Tarmac Models, 

 Dandenong & Knox Radio Aero Club,  Southern Sailplanes, 

 Pakenham & Dist. Aircraft Radio Control Soc., Fliteline/Hearn's Hobbies, 

 Templestowe Off Road Radio Control Club,  ABC Models, 

 Lilydale Dist. Model Flying Assoc.,   F (Ian) Cole, Pattern Makers, 

 Peninsular Aero. Radio control Soc.,   Kookaburra Publications, 

 Patterson Lakes Model Yacht Club,   (Geoff Pentland) 

 Model Aircraft Radio Control Soc., 

 Benalla Gliding Club. 

Awards Donated By:    Won By: 

ABC Models - Door Prize (Kit & Radio) Mr Peter Butler, Mt. Waverley 
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Fliteline - $50 Cash/Vouchers  Wayne Gorsuch, PARCS, Cobra 500 

Tarmac -to each of   Norm Bell, LDMFA, Spitfire 

Hobby Hangar -Best 5 Models &  Earle Mahle, P & DARCS, B'Bird  SR-71 

VARMS -Medallions   Angelo Favaloro, P & DARCS, CAP-21 

Arlberg Inn -Weekend at Mt. Hotham Fred Barabasz, DKRAC, Diablo 

  (Best Model Overall) 

..... again, thanks to all who participated and assisted, 

  EXPO Sub-committee,  VARMS. 

 

..... and from the same magazine, we have a poem ..... 

THE LEAGUE OF SILENT FLIGHT 

A gentle swish of line, then silent soaring 

No loud outburst of engine, roaring roaring 

You watch the silent fliers on their day, 

The urge to be a member is here to stay. 

A bit of balsa, some plywood too, 

Some instant set, and epoxy glue, 

Some pleasant hours by day or night, 

and you are ready for silent flight. 

At first you wonder, will it fly, 

But soon its soaring in the sky, 

Now this is not fettered flight, 

This is The League of Silent flight. 

You practice for the gliding meet, 

And try to land it at your feet, 

The time is checked, now three, then four, 

And still you need three minutes more. 

You dodge the tree, and a standard class 

And coax it down on the lumpy grass, 

The spot is missed but that's all right, 

You're in the League of Silent flight. 

That Level I is hard to get, 

Those elusive landings make you fret, 

Next Level II, you're doing all right, 

At becoming proficient in silent flight. 

 

You struggle hard for Level IV, 

and now there's just one level more, 

You reach it at last in the fading light, 

An expert, in the League of Silent flight.    Courtesy FSS Silent Flyer. 

 

General Meeting of October 9 saw a motion passed "That the committee be empowered to purchase 

or acquire a permanent flying site alone as VARMS or in company with another club". 

 

THE KEYBOARD COMMANDMENTS     Scott Lennon 

Thou shalt have no other hobby before aeromodelling. 

Thou shalt use the keyboard at all times. 

Thou shalt know the channel of thine set and have a key. 

Thou shalt not fly without a key in the board. 

Thou shalt not switch on a transmitter without checking the board first. 

Thou shalt acquaint thyself with others flying on the same frequency. 

Thou shalt not shoot down thy neighbour. 
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Thou shalt remove thine key when thou turnst off thy transmitter. 

Thou shalt not hog a channel all day. 

Thou shalt enjoy thyself.     

Aspectivity 176, Nov. '86  STICKY STORY Pt. 1 

 Super Glue, like so many things was mothered by the necessities of warfare. In the 1940's 

Harry Coover who was then working with Eastman-Kodak's Chemical Division, was looking for 

the way to mass produce gun-sights.  Experimenting with a substance called Cyanoacrylate he 

found it could be poured into moulds, in which it would solidify into serviceable castings.  This was 

a material that hardened into plastic. 

 Coover ran into all kinds of problems, everything he worked with was sticking together.  In 

1954 the light bulb lit, at first he didn't recognize it - this was not a casting material, but a unique 

new adhesive. 

 In 1959 the first public disclosure came on the Gary Moore show, "I've got a Secret", 

Coover lifted a man off the floor with one drop of the liquid.  He glued two metal cylinders 

together, screwed a cross bar into one of them, suspended the cylinders from a hoist and raised the 

man into the air. 

 Harry Coover, an American, spent most of his career with Eastman-Kodak but in 1985 he 

signed at Loctite's headquarters in Connecticut as the President of the New Business Development 

Group.   

Reference Information, Loctite Australia. 

Michael Vigilante. 

 

Aspectivity 178, February '87 - Scale models at Camperdown 

Colin Collyer  Sperber Junior, Schleicher ASW-22 

John Gottschalk Schleicher ASK-13 

Doug Anderson Slingsby T-46 (Most realistic - slow flying) 

John Lee  Schweizer TG-2 (Overall Static winner) 

Geoff Vincent  Kestrel 17 

Barry Nugent  Kestrel 17 

Brian Andrews 1/6 Kestrel 17 

Geoff Hearn  Grunau Baby 2 

Garry Odgers  Glasflugel Libelle (Most realistic - fast flying) 

Rob Goldman  Avia 40P 

John Lawrey  LS-3 

Frank Smith  Schempp-Hirth Minimoa, Grunau 7 'Moazagotl", SG-38, 

   DFS Habicht. 

 

 

 

 

The adjoining advertisement 

was displayed in the 

Berwick SUN/Times on 

Monday April 27
th

 1987 

indicating that VARMS 

was active in looking for a 

permanent home. 
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ODD BITS - Glossary of Sailplane Terms 

AIRCRAFT FLIGHT REPORT: A loud noise 

accompanying the termination of an aircraft flight; 

usually preceded by a rapid descent. 

PARACHUTES: Two chutes. 

PRATT TRUSS: A girdle 

PYLON: All aboard 
AIRFRAME: Ambiguous terminology. May mean 

either a frame constructed around a body of air or a 

body of air surrounding something. 

REYNOLD'S NUMBER: LAckawana 6-5972 

ROOT SECTION: Portions of the grandstands set aside 

for active supporters of the opposing teams. 
ANGLE OF ZERO LIFT: The angle immediately 

preceding an aircraft flight report. 
SKIN DRAG: A dance held at a nudist colony 

.BALLAST: Loud explosion. 
ASSEMBLY DRAWING: A gathering at which a prize 

or prizes are awarded by means of pulling names or 

numbers from a hat or other container. 

STABLE AIR: An atmosphere tinged with the odour of 

fertilizer. 

BUFFETING: Eating dinner while standing up. 
BANK INDICATOR: A device use by safe crackers to 

locate prospective business sites. 
UNIFORM LOAD: The weight of one uniform. 

VACUUM: A place with nothing in it. 
BARREL ROLL: A type of athletic contest.  Usually 

occurs at company picnics and is enjoyed only because 

the barrels have previously emptied by the contestants. 

STRESS ANALYSIS: The art of manipulating figures 

in such a way as to prove that a deficient structure is 

twice as strong as it is supposed to be. 

UNIFORM LOAD: The weight of one uniform. 
BULKHEAD: A derogatory expression applied to 

persons of questionable intelligence. 
VACUUM PUMP: A pump used to pump nothing into 

a vacuum. 
BUTT JOINT: A disreputable establishment. SEMI SYMETRIC: A streamlined truck. 

CANOPY: Censored. BOX SPAR: A redundancy describing fisticuffs. 

CAP STRIP: To remove one's headgear. I BEAM: Boasting. 

CHARACTERISTIC CURVES: Easiest way to 

distinguish between a steward and a stewardess. 
HIGHT START: A condition when leaving a bar to go 

home. 
FAHRENHEIT: A system of measuring vertical 

distance above the earth's surface.  One Fahren equals 

0.3959 nautical miles. 

TAILLESS GLIDER: A glider not worth talking about. 

TOW LINE: A Fanciful story told by a person with a 

foot fetish. 
GLIDING DISTANCE: One-half of the horizontal 

distance from a sailplane to the spot at the time of 

landing attempt. 

WINCH: Cringe. 

2 MINUTE PRECISION: A surgical cut made 2 

minutes before the actual operation. 
GUSSET: A light gust. SHEAR WEB: What a spider makes. 

HAMMER HEAD STALL: An arbitrary method of 

avoiding work. 
SERVO: A Vo that has been knighted. 

AMBROID: Opposite to ain'tbroid. 
LIGHTENING HOLES: The process of removing stuff 

from empty holes in order to reduce the weight thereof. 
WING RIB: Teasing a wing. 

WING FLAP: An argument about a wing. 
LOCK WASHER: One who washes locks. WING SPOILER: Most model builders. 

LOUVER: An art museum in France. DOWN WASH: A goose laundry. 

MAGNETIC EQUATOR: An automatic calculating 

machine. 
FOAM CORE: A military assemblage that specializes 

in beer drinking. 
MICROMETER: A very small meter. HAND TOW: A deformity. 

MOMENT OF INERTIA: A short period of hesitancy. WASH IN, WASH OUT: Laundromat schedule. 

NOMINAL CAPACITY: The amount of nominal 

which can be put in any given container. 
MALFUNCTION: What Mal does. 

OHMMETER: One who eats ohms. TRANSMITTER: A mitter of uncertain sex. 

OZONE: An area of zero magnetic deviation. C.G. LOCATION: Northridge - used to be in Chicago. 

 

 

 

40th Nationals held over the Easter (April) weekend in Waikerie S.A.: 

Thermal 1. Conrad Gittens 2. L Sherwood  3. Mal Pring 

F3B   1. Greg Dale  2. Mike O'Reilly 3. Eddie Smith 

A X-Country was scheduled but if it actually happened, no scores were stated. 
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1986-87 Membership – 118 Members 
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1987 - 88 
The Committee 

President  Peter Cossins   Secretary  Brian Spencer 

Treasurer  Richard Weil   Editor   Harold Frodsham 

Contest Director Graham Sullivan  Public Relations, Meetings/ 

Asst. Cont. Director Barry Nugent   Club sales/Expo Jim Robertson 

Aspectivity 183, Jul '87- contains an advertisement for the 'new' Aileron version of the Southern 

Sailplanes Prelude.  A follow-up in Aspectivity 185 has an in-depth article on the origins of the 

Eclipse/Apollo (Ricochet's big brother). 

Aspectivity 184, August '87 reported on a very successful display at Fountain Gate shopping centre 

as a lead-up to the upcoming EXPO(2nd).  Two further displays at Chadstone and Brandon Park are 

also scheduled. 

September 7 & 8, 1987, EXPO held at Waverley High School, Cnr. Huntingdale & Waverley Rds. 

Aspectivity 187, Nov. '87 - The cover photo is of Colin Collyer's 1/3 scale Golden Eagle which had 

been successfully flown in September at Huxtable Road.  Inside the mag. was an additional photo of 

the model in the company of the existing original full size glider, it being the first Australian 

designed and built sailplane. 

41st Nationals, 1987/88 at Richmond, NSW: 

Thermal 1. Meryl (Mrs) Weisner 2. Ray Pike 3. Steve (Mr) Weisner 

F3B  1. Peter Abell   2. Mike Combe 3. Ken Watson 

January 17 1988 - VARMS members involved in the Tyabb Air Show by way of both a static and 

flying display. 

Aspectivity 189, January '88 - As the annual pilgrimage to Camperdown each Australia Day 

weekend is such an integral part of VARMS, a full report of one of its most successful years seems 

necessary. 

 As with most public servants, my leave is always well organised and somehow I ended up at 

Camperdown on the Monday prior to the long long weekend in the company of Geoff and Craig 

Moore (& Mary) where much quiet flying was done.  As the on-site membership built up during the 

week the various balsa magnets (Trees, rocks and terror firmest) were all tested and found to be 

functioning perfectly. 

 The local golf course is a little ripper but a trifle hard on the legs, occasional shots bringing 

comments of illegal radio-control to the fore (Ho, Ho).  Come Friday the park and flying sites were 

quite congested with much promise of many peoples.  The asides from general flying would fill a 

book as usual so initially I will comment mainly on the Sunday P.M. and the Scale factor. 

 A very loosely organised timetable for scale flights was maintained and provided ample 

opportunity for a good look at all types of models on the ground (approx 50) as well as in the air.  

Many old vintage favourites performed well with a strong and gusty wind providing good and 

constant lift.  One fatality early in the day was the well-known Sperber Junior folding a wing under 

severe stress and will need much TLC and a good nose job to be restored to its original elegance. 

 The Salto's again flew as a group and again impressed with general aerobatics, 

manoeuvrability and ability to make light of the strong conditions - none were lost despite all being 

very similar in marking and colour schemes.  Whilst not in the elegance stakes, a large gaggle (or 

giggle)(10) of Ridge Rats and one smally Mouse entertained with murderous mayhem and a 

seeming catastrophic display of how not to fly, this naturally turned into streamer slicing combat for 

added realism.  Some concerted attempt was made towards co-ordinated manoeuvres but this did 

not last for too long with one model suffering from plucked tail-feathers for which S. L. will pay 

dearly in due course. 

 Some of the modern "glass" models showed great turns of speed and excellent climbing 

ability in the strong lift, many stayed grounded during this time rather than take the risk in a very 

strong wind.  Two more stockier types coped well, being a Foka (long-time-no-see) and a Sabre Jet 
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that has at last been sorted out and is a very impressive example of the new breed of slope models.  

The only other tragedy for the day was a well finished ASW 22 breaking a wing after a very brief 

flight and unorthodox landing - reasons unknown. 

 The whole afternoon outing was most impressive with highlights too numerous to mention, 

suffice to say that this small segment was totally successful from many aspects; the range of models 

both modern and vintage, their demonstrated flying capability, the general performance of all pilots 

and not least of all, a very large contingent of interested onlookers.  As usual this part of the 

weekend was subject to the usual CLAYTON'S competition.  Two judges selected the following 

models in the stated categories: 

Best Vintage Model (wood material) - Golden Eagle * Colin Collyer 

Best Modern Model (glass material) Mosquito * Chris Yates 

Two additional judges were added to make a panel of four to select: 

Best Model (overall)  Golden Eagle * Colin Collyer 

 An additional segment worthy of comment from the weekend was the night flying.  Two 

versions were tried with much success, i.e. flying with a spotlight, although good verbal 

communications between spotter and spotted are required, and also flying with lights attached 

which is an eerie but not too difficult a task and is an interesting project for next year if a few more 

old floaties can be converted for a night pylon race maybe?? It is interesting to note that the electric-

light model can also be flown with electric motor so it is a very versatile fun machine.  Other 

general highlights from the weekend: 

The caravan park was fully booked out, 

Electric flight is possible from the park, 

Trees grab Swallows, Ricochets and Ridge Rats with equal savagery, 

Transmitter switch-on is necessary for all models, even smelly powered types, 

Old-timer is still a good way to fly either slope or thermal, 

Possum feeding goes on and on and on and on etc., 

Much radio interference on 29 Megs channels 12 & 20, with similar on 36 Megs due to the 

harmonic between the first three and last three channels, 

Battery failure still remains a problem, 

Aileron T-birds is a new way to go, 

VARMS has some very unique cricketers, 

Aileron flutter vibrato by Schweizer, 

The hotel tucker is as good as ever with about 80 attending and placing a severe strain on the food 

service, 

Several camp-fires each night due to the large numbers, 

Seemingly not too much trouble this year with queuing for frequencies, 

And nice to see a few olds friends re-visiting. 

 I have deliberately refrained from identifying people and models as there were too many and 

I would prefer not to offend by having to omit many, but to bend the rule a bit for exceptional 

reasons there were two worthy of highlighting, namely the re-appearance of the Prussner Kestrel 

after its previous showing at our '87 Expo to show that it flies to match its elegant appearance, and 

the first sighting for most of Mike Vigilante's Multiplex KA6E, again smart appearance matched by 

high performance. 

Mar. 6, 1988, First Scale flat field day at Leakes Rd. 

Tugs 'on duty':  Graham Sullivan/Middle Stick, Mike Richardson/Parasol Wing (4s), Geoff 

Hearn/Multiplex Big Lift (Doug Anderson's), Rob Goldman/Tiger Moth(Enzay 120 4s). 

Models: K13/ John Gottschalk, Golden Eagle, Kirby Kite, Libelle/Colin Collyer, Avia 40P, 

Asw22/Rob Goldman, SG38, Mosagotl, Mu19(Merle)/Frank Smith, Kestrel, LS3/Geoff Hearn, 

KA6E/Mike Vigilante, LS3/John Lawrey, DG300/Graham Sullivan, T46/Doug Anderson. 

    Des Bayliss 

 

Mar. 20 1988, VARMS Show day at Pakenham Annual Apex Fun Day, (Site seeking) 
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Aspectivity 192 May '88 reports current club membership in excess of 120. 

 

The following appeared in Aspectivity 179 of March 1987 and is due primarily to the fact that our 

Canberra Correspondent (Peter Mather) is stranded in Canberra without models or family because a 

well programmed move to Point Cook was thwarted by an over-eager RAAF and unfinished 

buildings.  The following poem outlines his plight. 

 

 
AN ODE TO FLIGHTLESS MAN 

 

 There was a man from Canberra 

 who was known as a red-hot tearer, 

 He flew on the flat, 

 he flew on the slope, 

 Where flying was done 

 he could always cope, 

 A veritable magician, 

 this modelling “man” 

 He knew all the tricks, 

 that any man can. 

 But the thermal has burst, 

 the lift has all gone, 

 By the Military he is cursed, 

 thumped right on the scone. 

 His models are here, 

 and he is there, 

 He can’t do no flying, 

 anyhow or where. 

 We weep for the “man”, 

 in his moment of woe, 

 And offer a prayer, 

 that it soon won’t be so. 

 For his models to soar, 

 above this mortal coil, 

 Zipping and floating, 

 according to Hoyle. 

   Onandon 
 

8 April 1988 (Showtime) at the School Hall 

 &  

10 April 1988 (Flying time) at Cathies Lane 

 Thirty eight models from 26 modellers took part in April’s competition.  The first section 

held on the club night was for the SHOW, which judged the aircraft on their construction, 

presentation and radio installation.  

 The FLYING section of the competition was held on the Sunday following the club 

meeting. The thermal flying was held at Cathies Lane and the slope at Glenfern Road.  Lift at 

Glenfern Road however left a lot to be desired and no results were gained. Flying at Cathies Lane 

was also fluky with changes in the direction of the light breeze affecting launching and flying. 

   Show Fly Total    Show Fly    Total 

Scott Lennon  920 943 1863 Geoff Hearn  906 --- 906 

Cliff Fiddes  860 1000 1860 Mike Vigilante 902 --- 902 

Des Bayliss  826 818 1644 Frank Smith  889 --- 889 

Geoff Moore  749 795 1544 Robert Goldman 833 --- 833 
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Peter Cossins  753 738 1491 Tim Morland  813 --- 813 

Brian Fyfe  740 715 1455 Don Dickson  800 --- 800 

Craig Moore  709 704 1413 Michael Fiddes 793 --- 793 

Mark Reid  593 761 1354 John Whittaker 780 --- 780 

Mark Campbell 720 625 1345 John Lawrey  760 --- 760 

Stan Mason           1000 --- 1000 G. O'Brien  760 --- 760 

Barry Dundas  980 ---   980 Walter Albert  --- 261 261 

Greg Hung  920 ---   920 Jim Hill  --- 261 261 

Bill Denheld  911 ---   911 Stephen Frodsham --- 151 151 
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Aspectivity 193 June '88 contained the following instructions for the good and safe operation of full 

sized aircraft; ....................................... 

      

 

REGULATIONS FOR OPERATION OF AIRCRAFT 

- commencing January 1920 -  

1. Don't take the machine into the air unless you 

are satisfied it will fly. 
14. Before you begin a landing glide, see that no 

machines are under you. 

2. Never leave the ground with the motor leaking. 15 In taking off, look at the ground and the air 

3. Don't turn sharply when taxiing.  Instead of 

turning sharp, have someone lift the tail around. 
16. Don't attempt to force machine onto ground 

with more than flying speed.  The result is 

bouncing and ricocheting. 

4. Never get out of a machine with the motor 

running until the pilot relieving you can reach the 

engine controls. 

17. No spins on back or tail slides will be indulged 

in as they unnecessarily strain the machines. 

5. Motors have been known to stop during a long 

glide.  If pilot wishes to use motor for landing, he 

should open throttle. 

18. If flying against the wind and you wish to fly 

with the wind, don't make a sharp turn near the 

ground.  You may crash. 

6. Pilots should carry hankies in a handy position 

to wipe off goggles. 
19. If an emergency occurs while flying, land as 

soon as possible 

7. Riding on the steps, wings or tail of a machine 

is prohibited. 
20. Learn to gauge altitude, especially on landing. 

8. In case the engine fails on take-off, land straight 

ahead regardless of obstacles. 
21. No two cadets should ever ride together in the 

same machine. 

9. No machine must taxi faster than a man can 

walk. 
22. Do not use aeronautical gasoline in cars or 

motorcycles. 

10. Never run motor so that blast will blow on 

other machines. 
23. You must not take off or land closer  than 50 

feet to the hangar. 

11. Pilots will not wear spurs while flying. 24. Do not trust altitude instruments. 

12. If you see another machine near you, get out  

of the way. 
25. Never take a machine into the air until you are 

familiar with its controls and instruments. 

13. Hedge-hopping will not be tolerated. ((It may well have been very prudent in those days 

to just stand and watch, at a distance!!)) 

 

 

1987-88 Membership 

 – 121 Members 
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1988 - 89 
The Committee 

President  Peter Cossins   Secretary  John Lawrey 

Treasurer  Richard Weil   Editor   Harold Frodsham 

Contest Director Graham Sullivan  Public Relations, Meetings/ 

Asst. C. D.  Cliff Fiddes   Sales/Expo Jim Robertson 

July-August 1988 - The following item is from the MAAA News as taken from a popular modelling 

magazine, and entitled, THE WINCH RACE, 

 One of the items discussed at the CIAM Plenary conference was the winch used in 
F3B.  To reduce the importance of the winch, the USA proposed that the organisers be 
responsible for providing the winches for all competitors, and, in fact, made this a condition 
for hosting the World Championships in 1989.  As it happened, the meeting did not agree 
with the proposal, and the USA withdrew its bid, taken up by France.  Of interest are some 
figures given by the West Germans.  Models coming off their winches had had speeds 
measured at over 200 Kph and zoom climbs to over 300 metres, this off a 200 metre tow 
line with some of the line already wound in.  The fuselages of models that had shed wings 
in the transition from dive (under towline tension) to climb, had flown javelin-like for about 
half a kilometre!!! 
 
Aspectivity 195/August ’88 provided us with a very long list of Scale Glider subjects 
available either as kits or plans courtesy of Geoff Pentland, Kookaburra Publications. 
Name     Wingspan Scale 
DFS Olympia   3000  1 : 5 

Lo-100    2070  1 : 4.9 

Rhon Bussard   2860  1 : 5 

Rhon Sperber   3004  1 : 5 

Fafnir    3800  1 : 5 

Fafnir II    3800  1 : 5 

Grunau Baby Ib   2700  1 : 5 

Condor I    3450  1 : 5 

DFS Habicht   2540  1 : 5.4 

EON Olympia 463  3000  1 : 5 

Slingsby T21   3300  1 : 5 

Buxton Hjordis   3188  1 : 5 

Mosca(primary)   2000  1 : 5 

Mu 13E Bergfalke  3200  1 : 5.4 

DFS 230    1800  ---- 

DFS Kranch II   3600  1 : 5 

SG-38(primary)   2635  1 : 4 

Moazagotl    4000  1 : 5 

DFS Reiher   3166  1 : 6 

Go3 Minimoa   3400  1 : 5 

Go4 Goevier   3700  1 : 4 

Mul30-3    4000  1 : 4 

Cumulus IIIF   3800  1 : 3.5 

Slingsby T31   2640  1 : 5 

L-Spatz 5S   4400  1 : 3.4 

Pioneer LF-109   2245  1 : 6 

Avia 40P    3725  1 : 4 

Schweizer TG-2   3169  1 : 5 

Kirby Kite   3525  1 : 4 
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Austria(Elephant)  5000  1 : 6 

Hutter H.17   3230  1 : 3 

Bowlus Baby Albatross 2712  1 : 5 

Moswey 4    2880  1 : 5 

Sperber Junior   3900  1 : 4 

Grunau Commadore  3780  1 : 4.21 

Spalinger S-18-11  ----  ---- 

Sperber Junior   ----  Poss. 

Komar    ----  avail. 

Go1 Wolf    ----  as 

DFS Olympia   ----  1 : 6 

Darmstadt    ----  plans 

SG-3 Bis/36   ----  “ 

Nemere    ----  “ 

 
High Street Road Flying Site – The second time. 

Oct. '88,VARMS flat field site (at Cathies Lane) - entrance now via  High Street Road with 
general operations moved to the Northern part of the field, (Possibly because of the newly 
created Knox Golf Driving Range in the N. E. corner). 
 

November 26 & 27, 1988 EXPO (3rd) held at Waverley High School, Cnr. Huntingdale & 

Waverley Rds. 

 

42nd 1988/89 Nationals at RAAF Amberley Qld.: 

F3B  1. David Vels  2. Evan Bengston  3. Wayne Hadkins 

Thermal 1. Steve Weissner 2. Donald Woodward(Jnr) 3. Peter Goldsmith 

7 Cell  1. P Whitely  2. Wayne Hadkins  3. Peter Pine 

February '89, on the 5th the ABC Glider Day held as the last competition at the Cathies Lane end of 

the flying site, and a week later on the 12th, the first competition (Task A) held at the northern High 

St. Road. end. 

 

The U-2.  The Beginnings. 

Aspectivity 201 April '89 reports that at the March General Meeting a 'Club project" was initiated 

by Jim Robertson, being the building of a PSS Lockheed U-2 with the following specifications:  

  Wing Span 4480mm 14ft 8in 

  Length  2210  7ft 3in 

  Root chord 490mm 1ft 7 1/2in 

  Tip chord 130mm       5in 
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May 1989 - By way of a change, the monthly general meeting was held at the Sacred Heart school 

hall in Oakleigh to enable to the evening to be completed with a series of competitions using Indoor 

chuckie and rubber powered models (Hangar Rats etc), also with static judging and the usual raffle. 

Jun. '89 - Building of shelter "The Hut" at High Street Road flying site (Builder Martin Briggs, 

Peter Briggs and many volunteer helpers, Architect, VARMS member John Lawrey). 

Also in June, to celebrate the VARMS 21st Birthday, a night was planned at the Kelley Brook 

Restaurant and Winery in Wonga Park. 
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The May Aspectivity No. 202, as part of 'remembering' the past 21 

years, used for its front cover a design that was originally portrayed 

on Aspectivity 37 for July 1973. 

The current Aspectivity also contained the following article as a 

look back to the 'early' days. 

 

V.A.R.M.S.  The Early Years. 

 The people who established VARMS also made it a viable 

alternative to the other groups in aero modelling by providing an 

association whose aim was silent flight.  Both slope and flat field 

flying were promoted.  Competitions both locally within the club 

and interstate were held on a regular basis.  Fun flying even more 

regularly. 

 One of the early championship visits was to Clare in South 

Australia for the South Australian Slope Soaring Championships.  

This was held on the 31st August 1968 after an invitation from Mal 

Pring.  Clare is 138 kilometres north of Adelaide.  VARMS attended as an organised body even to 

the extent of making the planes colour trimmed the same.  It was also suggested to those attending 

that they purchase white overalls onto which would be stencilled the Association badge and the 

letters VARMS.  The stencilling was to be done free of charge to those who purchased overalls and 

indicated they were to attend the championships. 

 Twelve members travelled to Clare either by car or by train, all arriving in time for the start 

on Saturday morning.  Accommodation was found for all, either at the local hotel or kindly billeted 

with friends.  Saturday was free flight day with a late attempt at slope soaring in very marginal 

conditions.  Saturday night was of course a BBQ at Mal Pring's place which everyone enjoyed. 

 Sunday dawned in the usual way when a slope soaring competition is to be held with "no 

B..... Wind".  The sun shone, but no breeze.  Mal Pring and Peter Prussner both showed their skill 

in flying in very marginal conditions with the breeze blowing straight along the slope.  Some lift 

was found and it was decided to attempt a start.  Several events were held.  Single channel pylon, 

multi-channel pylon, multi-channel aerobatic and limbo.  The Victorians held the flag high with Ray 

Datodi, John Marriot, Brian Condon and Peter Prussner all being successful in winning or placing.  

Peter Prussner was also made champ of Champs. 

 Locally at Yalloak Vale near Bacchus Marsh, a slope competition was held for those in 

three categories: single channel, multi-channel reeds and proportional.  Spot landing and 

aerobatics were held with all thoroughly enjoying themselves. 

 The early days were spent in consolidating the members into an enthusiastic group flying at 

various established sites and always on the lookout for new sites.  Some of the sites were at Bacchus 

Marsh, Sunbury, Torquay, Ararat, Mornington, even down to Warrnambool, and as previously 

mentioned Yalloak Vale. 

 As it is that time of the year for us that annual subscriptions are due, joining fees in 1968 

were set at $1.00 and subs at $2.00 for seniors and juniors 16 years and under paid $0.50 and 

$1.00 respectively. 

 The newsletter was published quarterly and was informative of goings on, location about 

various flying sites - rigging models for various types of radio equipment then available - help for 

those new to flying gliders from both slope and in thermal hunting.  Photographs and cartoons were 

also published in these early magazines.  Some showing the types of radio that was being used and 

the way it was used. 

 VARMS was off to a healthy start due to the enthusiasm of those interested in silent flight 

and those willing to provide the time to organize and report about the club and its activities.  (The 

article was unsigned - Editor at the time was Harold Frodsham) 

1988-89 Membership – 112 Members 
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1989 - 90 
The Committee 

President  Martin Briggs   Secretary  John Lawrey 

Treasurer  David Waterhouse  Editor   Neil McLeod 

Contest Director Scott Lennon   S.I.G.'s   Rob Goldman 

Publicity/Club Sales Jim Robertson 

Aspectivity 208 November '89,the following article relating the state of progress of the club 

"project", the U2. 

DOWN AT THE SKUNK WORKS WITH KELLY JOHNSON 

(alias Tim Morland) 

12-Oct-89: IF everything went off according to plan, last night (11 Oct) the U-2 wings were 

skinned.  Well done Wing Group.  Progress is being made. 

 The fuselage presently needs a volunteer to fabricate the forward undercarriage.  Said 

volunteer will be given a jig representing the fuselage to mount the gizmo on.  But who will make 

the jig?  Form a queue please. 

 Construction of the fin and tailplane has been taken of and is underway. 

 Preparation of the moulds for the canopy and cockpit will commence shortly.  We've got a 

volunteer for that too. 

 90% of the fuselage construction has been finalized.  All that remains, basically, is the 

Work.  Seeing that the backbone is resting on my work table, I guess the Working Bees necessary to 

attach the foam to the backbone will happen at my place.  Those interested in helping/supervising 

should advise me, if I don't already know of your interest. 

 HEARD ABOUT THAT LETTER?  Airborne has asked for an article with pictures of our 

Big Project.... that is if it is not all a HOAX.  Apparently the task we have given ourselves verges on 

the unbelievable! 

LATE BULLETIN 

 Skinning went o.k.  A really good job.  Congratulations to all involved. 

 (The wings were on view at the October meeting,  Merv.....McL.) 

All of the balsa used in the construction of the U-2 has been donated by the Australian Balsa 

Company/Artmil. 

Aspectivity 209 December '89 reports of yet another successful Expo (4th) held on 25-26 

November at the Waverley High School, 

HEY HO! COME TO THE FAIR  from Neil McLeod 

 For the fourth year VARMS combined some of Melbourne's model clubs and hobby trade to 

present many facets of modelling to the public.  Experience from previous years and good weather 

made the EXPO a great success, much of it due to Jim Robertson, the VARMS Public Relations 

Officer. 

 The Expo consisted of trade stands and club displays inside the Waverley High School, and 

flying and static displays outside on the school sports field.  A plastics modelling group was 

included for the first time this year.  Water borne models were included, and the Surrey Park MBC 

won the Best Club Exhibit. Big models included the VARMS tug and David Law's Stuka which 

won Best Model of Show. 

 Static displays included hang gliders, Keith Hearne's ultra light, Ryan Nothard's F2 racing 

car and a Cirrus sailplane.  The flying demonstrations included CL vintage team race and combat, 

Cliff McIvor flying Cl and RC sports models, Scott Lennon flying a Ricochet and Rob Barbuto and 

John Wessell flying R.C. helicopters. 

 Important points for success included a good venue, advertising in regional newspapers, 

leaflets for schools and shop windows, displays in shopping centres and banners outside the venue 

to attract passing motorists. Also, awards for different categories of models should be available and 

advertised, including sponsorship from the hobby trade for door prizes and show awards. 

 A guide to show organisation is available by discussion with the VARMS executive. 
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 PARTICIPANTS IN VARMS EXPO '89. 

The Clubs. 
Control Line Aircraft Modellers Society Doncaster Aeromodellers Club 

Knox Model Aircraft Club   Lilydale & District Flying Association 

Melbourne RC Helicopter Club  Racing Model Power Boat Club 

Surrey Park Model Boat Club   Pakenham & Dist. Aeronautical RC Society 

Victorian Free Flight Society   Victorian Model Power Boat Club 

Victorian Model Yachting Council  Waverley Scale Modelling Club 

The Trade 

Australian Balsa Company   ABC Models 

Hawthorn Hobbies    Micro Dee 

Model Engines (Aust.)   Riverside Hobbies 

R J Model Enterprises    Victorian Hobby Centre 

  Top Model  David Law's Ju.87 Stuka 

  Best Club stand Surrey Park Model Boat club 

  Best Trade exhibit ABC Models 

 

The December magazine also had an excellent and very complete article referring to VARMS's 

participation in the Futaba Trophy on November 18/19.  However, as this article has a bit of 'bite' to 

it, it will be better understood if another article on the same event held in  1987 precedes it!! 

FUTABA TROPHY 1988 

 This is not a report from the past, but a report on the future.  Within the club there are quite 

a few members who feel strongly about this competition.  I will explain why. 

 At the 1987 Trophy VARMS suffered two insults.  The first was the incident with Colin 

Collyer in Scale.  Colin flew his "Golden Eagle II" and was rudely interrupted by Ford Lloyd just 

before launching for the second section of his flight.  The aforementioned person strode up to the 

judges and removed their score sheets before Colin could launch.  This little incident was 

supposedly sorted out at the VMAA meeting and VARMS received a sort of apology for this. 

 The second insult was the fact, that VARMS was not even mentioned in the report in the 

VMAA newsletter.  We may not have scored many points but we were there competing and so 

deserve a mention. 

 The article continues with exhortations to all members to be upstanding in gathering a 

complete and strong team to compete again later in the year, and ends on a very strong and 

affirmative note. 

 If I have seemed pushy in this article then I'm a better writer than I thought.  I personally 

took great insult at what happened last year and I know many others who feel the same way.  

VARMS got its face rubbed in the dirt and I won't take that sitting down.  Those who care about the 

club won't either. 

     Stephen Frodsham 

 

Aspectivity 209 of December 1989 contained the following: 

FUTABA TROPHY 1989 (18/19 Nov.) THE UNOFFICIAL (& highly subjective) REPORT 

 

 SATURDAY  The further South we drove, the better the weather looked.  At Cardinia there 

was only one brief, light shower after 10 o'clock.  So there! to all you stay-at-homes.  Several 

VARMS types were present, disguised as members of other clubs.  The Glider event was called on 

for 10.30  and shortly afterward Ralph Learmont appeared.  Experienced witnesses stated that the 

Eclipse has never before been rigged so quickly.  All the good work did not compensate for dreadful 

air in two rounds of a two-round contest.  Some comfort may be extracted from the fact that Cliff 

Fiddes won, even if it was as a representative of another organisation.  Congratulations, Cliff. 

 Rob Goldman flew his Ford Flying Flivver for VARMS again this year.  He has installed a 

new motor and trimmed the Flivver to fly in a very scale like manner, leaving only the usual battle 
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with the weather and the judges  to chance.  The model gave a very life-like performance.  Only 

after his second flight was Rob to hear that one of his manoeuvres could not be scored because of a 

technicality.  In spite of this he placed 5th, the only trophy points for VARMS on the first day. 

 John Gottschalk arrived and trimmed out the new tug — the Flying Chainsaw is neat but 

brutal, rather like King Kong in a dinner suit. 

 The Geelong contingent were well prepared, having arrived in a bus, they were last seen 

erecting a khaki tent, whether as a hangar or sleeping accommodation I never found out. 

 SUNDAY  Graham Sullivan had a very early start — 1.04a.m., when the Fire Brigade 

arrived at Wesley College and he had to inform the Principal and assist at the scene of the fire.  

Despite his sleepless night and the tension, Graham came to fulfil his part in the VARMS team.  A 

noble effort. 

 Peter Cossins sportingly flew Des Bayliss's sport model (originally owned by Peter C.) in 

Sport Pylon against a field of models that made one wonder what the real pylon racers can be like 

(sport is in the mind of the sportsman, I guess). 

 In the hangar, Graham was going through the static judging for Mammoth Scale, then 

working out a flight schedule that the judges would not be able to fault, and striving, yet again, to 

explain that gliders just don't have engines but the rules CAN be interpreted to accommodate a 

scale-like demonstration of a DG-300's performance without straining one's prejudices too much.  

We managed to remember from 1988 (and 1987), didn't we.  Some people do seem to need a lot of 

tellings.  ("That's why VARMS has to keep entering", said Peter Cossins.  "We have an educational 

role to play"). 

 Thankfully the climb section of the flight was not supposed to be judged for authenticity.  

The tug (No that deserves capitals) THE TUG dragged the DG a long way up in a very short time.  

The second round flight was an improvement on the first, in which a lack of penetration was 

evident.  In each the climax was a tremendous beat-up followed by a loop from eye level, right in 

front of the judges.  It wowed the crowd.  Nice work! 

John had also impressed with the return of the TUG and dropping the cable.  Afterwards, if he had 

a crate of engines he could have sold the lot to the bunch of big-model builders who crowded round 

with, "What HAVE you got THERE!?" 

 Meanwhile Cool Col Collyer had been doing it for us in the Control Line circle, giving 

VARMS two more trophy points. 

 To end a long day, Cliff Fiddes took Jim Robertson's Sopwith up in Biplane Aerobatics for 

VARMS.  The schedule for 1989 was rather ambitious for a model that gives a delightful impression 

of a 1916 biplane, but Cliff made it look as good as it could. 

 The VARMS contestants should all be thanked for a sterling effort. 

 *Special commendation to Graham Sullivan for meritorious service.* 

  Can we hope for Some new blood next year? 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

 Some Christian thoughts for potential entrants: 

 Matthew, 5:5 Blessed are the meek . . . 

 Acts, 9:5 It is hard to kick against the pricks. 
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..... and to follow on from the same magazine with the following - 

Aspectivity Literary Supplement 

THE GLIDER PILOT 

The Bungee's taut, the pilot's ready 

His eye is firm, his hand rock steady. 

The pilot's standing in the heat 

With thermals curling round his feet. 

The wind is right, it's not too strong, 

The crowd's alert, it won't be long. 

The glider's pulling on the string, 

It's hard to hold the bloody thing. 

A bit of up, a bit of right 

To counteract the force of flight. 

The pilot knows that take offs near, 

He's icy calm and knows no fear. 

The tension's high on mind and hand, 

The pilot's planning where to land. 

He knows the phrase Beware of the Hun 

Who may be flying in the sun. 

But that's O.K. no sun today, 

The sky's not blue, it's rather grey. 

The pilot takes two more steps back. 

He knows the drill, he's got the knack. 

The two steps back increase the tension, 

The crowd goes "aahh" in apprehension. 

The Bungee shrieks a tortured cry, 

And tries to launch the glider high. 

But still the pilot holds on tight, 

We hope his calculation's right. 

Then we suddenly we hear a crack. 

The pilot's fallen on his back. 

He's quickly pulled along the ground 

And soon he's reached the speed of sound. 

He's catapulted in the air 

The crowd go quiet and stand and stare. 

They've never seen a pilot fly 

Without a plane, they think he'll die. 

The pilot holds the towline tight, 

He can't let go, it may be fright. 

The crowd shout out "Release the Rope' 

They think it is his only hope. 

But as he climbs up mile by mile 

He seems to wear a funny smile. 

At 20,000 feet or so 

We see the line, he has let go. 

A tiny dot that's getting bigger, 

We now make out a human figure. 

Swooping down from clouds so grey 

We're so relieved we cheer, Hooray. 

He barrel rolls and comes down swooping, 

Banking, curving, now he's looping. 

He doesn't need a plane to fly 
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He's all alone up in the sky. 

He does a perfect 3 point landing 

Salutes the crowd, and stays there, standing. 

This flying man, this absolute genius 

He comes you know, from the planet Venus. 

Charles (Dr. Thermals) Scott 

 

43rd Nationals, 1989/90 held at Bunbury W.A. 

F3B  1. Peter Lewis  2. Don Woodward 3. Eddy Meester 

Thermal 1. Peter Pine  2. Peter Lewis  3. John Haren 

7 Cell  1. John Torrance 2. Peter Pine  3. Mark Ferguson 

 

Aspectivity 212 / April '90 contains an advertisement for yet another in the Ricochet series, the 

"Bullet" (Standard Ricochet fuselage with modified slope wings), for use primarily as a Slope Pylon 

racer or Slope Aerobatics. 

Also in April on 21st & 22nd many VARMS members attended the Inaugural Scale Glider Meeting 

at Waikerie, South Australia, hosted by the Southern Soaring League.  The following members 

attended (in a bus) with their respective models:- 

Tom Wickers  Discus  DG 300 

Colin Collyer  Golden Eagle Ka 6E 

Neville Leo  Kestrel  DG 300 

John Lawrey  Discus 

Steve Cooke  L-Spatz 

Rob Goldman  Olympia Foka 4 

Barry Dundas  Minimoa 

Frank Smith  Grunau Baby Moatzagotl 

Bill Denheld  Salto 

Wayne Jones  Orlice  LS 4 DG 600 

Tim Mellor  Grunau 1 

Geoff Hearn  Kestrel  G.B.W. Kirby Kadet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1989-90 Membership – 139 Members 
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The End 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


